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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
Deep Neural Architectures for End-to-End Relation Extraction
The rapid pace of scientific and technological advancements has led to a meteoric
growth in knowledge, as evidenced by a sharp increase in the number of scholarly
publications in recent years. PubMed, for example, archives more than 30 million
biomedical articles across various domains and covers a wide range of topics including
medicine, pharmacy, biology, and healthcare. Social media and digital journalism
have similarly experienced their own accelerated growth in the age of big data. Hence,
there is a compelling need for ways to organize and distill the vast, fragmented body of
information (often unstructured in the form of natural human language) so that it can
be assimilated, reasoned about, and ultimately harnessed. Relation extraction is an
important natural language task toward that end. In relation extraction, semantic
relationships are extracted from natural human language in the form of (subject,
object, predicate) triples such that subject and object are mentions of discrete concepts
and predicate indicates the type of relation between them. The difficulty of relation
extraction becomes clear when we consider the myriad of ways the same relation can
be expressed in natural language. Much of the current works in relation extraction
assume that entities are known at extraction time, thus treating entity recognition as
an entirely separate and independent task. However, recent studies have shown that
entity recognition and relation extraction, when modeled together as interdependent
tasks, can lead to overall improvements in extraction accuracy. When modeled in
such a manner, the task is referred to as “end-to-end” relation extraction. In this
work, we present four studies that introduce incrementally sophisticated architectures
designed to tackle the task of end-to-end relation extraction. In the first study, we
present a pipeline approach for extracting protein-protein interactions as affected by
particular mutations. The pipeline system makes use of recurrent neural networks for
protein detection, lexicons for gene normalization, and convolutional neural networks
for relation extraction. In the second study, we show that a multi-task learning
framework, with parameter sharing, can achieve state-of-the-art results for drug-drug
interaction extraction. At its core, the model uses graph convolutions, with a novel
attention-gating mechanism, over dependency parse trees. In the third study, we
present a more efficient and general-purpose end-to-end neural architecture designed
around the idea of the “table-filling” paradigm; for an input sentence of length n, all
entities and relations are extracted in a single pass of the network in an indirect fashion
by populating the cells of a corresponding n×n table using metric-based features. We
show that this approach excels in both the general English and biomedical domains
with extraction times that are up to an order of magnitude faster compared to the
prior best. In the fourth and last study, we present an architecture for relation
extraction that, in addition to being end-to-end, is able to handle cross-sentence
and N -ary relations. Overall, our work contributes to the advancement of modern
information extraction by exploring end-to-end solutions that are fast, accurate, and
generalizable to many high-value domains.
KEYWORDS: Machine Learning, Deep Neural Networks, Natural Language Pro-
cessing, Information Extraction, Relation Extraction
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Chapter 1 Introduction
As part of our transition into the information age, there is a growing wealth of infor-
mation in the form of unstructured text. In news data, we have millions of articles
relating people, places, and organizations published on a daily basis. Meanwhile,
PubMed archives more than 30 million research articles and continues to archive
an additional 500,000 articles per year. On the Twitter platform alone, participants
share commentaries (“tweets”) at a rate of one-half of a billion per day. These perpet-
ually accumulating bodies of knowledge are rich in valuable information, encoded in
natural human language, and remain relatively untapped. The sheer scale of textual
data prevents any one person from being able to make meaningful use of encoded
information in aggregate. Unlike human beings, machines are capable of such an
endeavor. That is, we can build machines capable of organizing and distilling the
vast, fragmented body of information so that it can be assimilated, reasoned about,
and ultimately harnessed. Such efforts, under the broad theme of knowledge discov-
ery, fundamentally rely on being able to recognize and capture semantic relations as
conveyed in natural language — hence the importance of relation extraction (RE)
systems. The task of RE is simple: given some textual input, extract (subject, predi-
cate, object) triples where the subject and object are entities and the predicate is an
instance of a semantic relation. For example, (insulin, treat, diabetes type 1 ) is a
triple representing a relationship that can be extracted from the sentence:
“Insulin is prescribed for the treatment of Diabetes Type 1.”
A natural source of difficulty is how the same semantic relationship can be conveyed
in a variety of complex ways while having the same intended meaning; e.g.,
“Patients with Type 1 Diabetes are prescribed insulin.”
Intuitively, semantic relations that are conveyed in active voice are easier for humans
and rule-based machines to detect, while relations presented in passive voice are
slightly more difficult. Sentences that are overly complex or where the entities of
the relations are far apart can also prove to be difficult cases for a machine-based
RE system. Another issue arises from how entities are represented, as it is not
uncommon that entities are represented not as discrete words but rather spans of
text. Moreover, a sentence may contain multiple relations and there may be relations
1
that are expressed across sentence bounds; both cases add to the complexity of the
problem.
Ultimately, the goal of relation extraction systems is to extract structured as-
sertions relating entities corresponding to discrete concepts in a way that is ideally
both human-readable and machine-processable. Once obtained, these so called re-
lations can be valuable in and of themselves or as serve as valuable input to other
user-end systems. For example, doctors may use such systems to survey for new
drug-disease relations for off-label prescription of a particular drug. Or, this infor-
mation may be used to construct new or populate existing knowledge databases and
ontologies in certain specialized domains. This is important in precision medicine, for
instance, wherein treatments are individualized based on a patient’s genetic profile.
In such cases, knowledge bases containing up-to-date information about relations be-
tween drugs, genes, and mutations, is an invaluable resource for medical researchers
and professionals as they ponder treatment options. Freshly extracted relations can
also serve as crucial input to end-systems including information retrieval, question-
answering, automatic summarization, and knowledge discovery systems.
Typically, works in RE the presume that entities are pre-identified, and the rela-
tion extraction aspect is mostly limited to classification of these known entity pairs
as either positive or negative for a relation — we refer to such tasks more concisely
as relation classification. RE of the end-to-end (E2ERE) variety is a complex multi-
stage natural-language task typically involving an additional named entity recognition
(NER) step. That is, all entities are identified via NER before pairs of entities are
classified for a relationship. Much of the current research in RE treat NER and re-
lation classification as independent subtasks, with many focusing exclusively on the
relation classification aspect with the simplifying assumption that entities are known
during test time. Granted, RE systems resulting from such studies are modular with
the benefit that innovations to each subtask can be achieved independently and later
combined in an ad-hoc fashion. However, there is evidence to suggest that there are
correlations between NER and relation classification — at a semantic level — that
can be exploited for improved overall performance [2, 3, 4, 5]. In this dissertation, we
present four studies that introduce incrementally sophisticated architectures designed
to tackle the task of E2ERE across a wide-array of applications in the biomedical,
healthcare, and general English domain. Overall, this work contributes to the ad-
vancement of modern information extraction by innovating on end-to-end solutions
that are fast, accurate, and highly applicable to specialized domains.
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1.1 Thesis Statement
Relation extraction is important because it facilitates knowledge discovery from the
growing body of unstructured text encoded in natural language. We propose to study
various deep learning architectures toward end-to-end relation extraction wherein
both entities and their relationships are identified in a coordinated manner – for
example, by modeling the subtasks jointly. We hypothesize that such an approach is
able to better leverage inter-task correlations between NER and relation classification,
which would otherwise be ignored in a traditional ad hoc pipeline system, resulting
in non-trival gains in relation extraction tasks. Furthermore, we hypothesize that
additionally extending end-to-end approaches to account for cross-sentence and N -
ary relations will significantly improve recall and thus overall model accuracy.
1.2 Organization and Related Publications
The remaining chapters of this dissertation are organized as follows.
Chapter 2 introduces the task of relation extraction and presents pertinent back-
ground information important for staging the rest of the dissertation. Here, we
concretely define the problem of end-to-end relation extraction, describe relevant
nuances, and provide an example of a typical pipeline approach to such problems.
This chapter additionally includes a review of the literature on deep neural net-
works in general, and its application to the problem of relation extraction. This
chapter concludes with a description of mathematical notations used in remaining
chapters of the dissertation; additionally provided are definitions of standard neu-
ral architectures referenced as abstract building blocks in the methodology section
of studies described in subsequent chapters.
Chapter 3 presents the first study focused on extracting protein-protein interactions
from biomedical literature. Here, we explore a pipeline approach that exemplifies
the typical end-to-end modeling approach. The pipeline system makes use of
recurrent neural networks for protein detection, lexicons for gene normalization,
and convolutional neural networks for relation extraction. While we do not model
NER and RC jointly, we show that our coordinated end-to-end approach improves
over prior works that focus solely on optimizing relation classification and rely
exclusively on existing tools for entity recognition.
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Chapter 4 presents the second study focused on extracting drug-drug interactions
from drug labels. Such problems are highly specialized, and require a complex
multi-stage system for extracting not only drug entities and interactions, but
also the outcome of each interaction. In this study, we proposed a multi-task
learning framework, with joint learning via parameter sharing, involving a novel
attention-gated graph convolution over dependency parse trees. We show that this
approach is able to achieve state-of-the-art results over prior work on comparable
FDA datasets.
Chapter 5 presents the third study of this thesis focused on devising an approach
capable of jointly extracting both entities and relations without the need for local
classifiers. Here, we present an efficient and general-purpose end-to-end neural
architecture designed around the idea of the “table-filling” paradigm; for an input
sentence of length N , all entities and relations are extracted in a single pass of the
network in an indirect fashion by populating the cells of a corresponding N ×N
table using metric-based features. We show that this approach excels in both the
general English and biomedical domains with extraction times that are an order
of magnitude faster compared to prior methods.
Chapter 6 presents the fourth and final study of this dissertation. Here, we present
an architecture for relation extraction that, in addition to being end-to-end, is
able to handle relations that are N -arity and expressed over multiple sentences.
We achieve this by leveraging the speed and efficiency of the model introduced in
Chapter 5; we manage potential scalability issues by learning higher-arity relations
by representing them through their constituent binary subrelations. We show
that by additionally accounting for cross-sentence and higher-arity relations, we
improve over baseline approaches predominantly owing to substantial gains in
recall.
Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation by summarizing important contributions and
highlighting potential avenues for future work.
This dissertation contains materials previously published in the following study:
T. Tran and R. Kavuluru. An End-to-End Deep Learning Architecture for Ex-
tracting Protein-Protein Interactions Affected by Genetic Mutations. Database:
Journal of Biological Databases and Curation, 2018.
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Chapter 2 Background and Related Works
2.1 End-to-End Relation Extraction
In this section, we concretely formulate the problem of RE. Let E be a set of entities
and R be a set of semantic relation types for some target application domain. A
directed binary relation is defined as a triple (α, ρ, β) ∈ E ×R × E where α,β ∈ E are
the subject/object entities and ρ ∈R is a predicate describing the relationship. As a
digression, it is possible to have n-ary relationships where there are n participating
entities. In most chapters of this work, we focus on the specific case where there
are two participating entities. We explore N -ary relation extraction in Chapter 6
exclusively. In the literature, relation extraction can refer to one of two related but
separate problems. In this dissertation, we make the distinction by referring to one
as relation classification (RC) and the other as E2ERE. In RC, the input is a body
of text pre-annotated with entity offsets and the output is a relation r ∈ R. Here,
the subject and object entities are known beforehand and included as input to the
classification problem. In E2ERE, the input is a body of text and the goal is to
exhaustively identify and return all triples corresponding to a relationship. In this
case, the entities, if any, are not known beforehand. Typically, a solution to the RE
problem will involve a combination of named entity recognition (NER) and relation
classification (RC). Thus, in some cases, an RC system may serve as a subcomponent
of an E2ERE system. In some specialized domains, there will also be an additional
entity normalization component responsible for linking an entity mention to a unique
identifier; for example, mentions of genes may be mapped to unique gene IDs. In
this work, we generally do not address the problem of entity normalization except
in cases where it is an integral part of the domain problem being studied. This is
due to the fact that entity normalization can exist as an ad-hoc and independent
post-processing step with no bearing on the E2ERE system. Interestingly, many
studies on relation extraction focus solely on the RC aspect. However, when treated
as a sub-task of E2ERE, RC will typically include an additional null relation type
indicating the lack of a relationship. In RC, the null relation type may or may not
be included. In Section 2.1.1, we describe a typical pipeline setup for document-level
relation extraction. Lastly, in Section 2.1.2, we describe standard evaluation metrics
for E2ERE.
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2.1.1 A Typical Pipelined Approach
A typical relation extraction pipeline is composed of an NER and an RC component.
Many E2ERE tasks in technical domains also mandate an entity normalization (EN)
component as part of the NER process. EN refers to the mapping of entity mentions
to domain-specific identifiers. Clearly, the entity normalization aspect adds another
source of error that can propagate to the pipeline output. If we map an entity to
an incorrect identifier, all triples extracted involving said entity will be treated as
false positives regardless of how well the NER component performs. We proceed to
describe a common E2ERE approach with a few simplifying assumptions in mind.
First, that EN is either perfect or irrelevant. Second, that no cross-sentence relation-
ships exist. And lastly, we assume that each entity corresponds to a single contiguous
span in the input text; this is usually — but not always — the case.
In NER, the goal is to identify spans of text corresponding to named entities,
or proper names of people, places, or objects such as “George Washington“ or “Fu-
turama”. NER has been traditionally modeled as a sequence-to-sequence tagging
problem such as in part-of-speech tagging and machine translation. The input is a
sequence of tokens (these are symbols/words forming a sentence) and the output is
a corresponding sequence of labels demarcating entity bounds. It is important to
note that it is common for a single named entity to span multiple words, so a binary
tagging scheme is insufficient. There has been many tagging schemes proposed, with
the most popular among them being the IOB (inside, outside, beginning) and IOBES
(inside, outside, beginning, end, and single) scheme. These sequence-tagging labels
usually serve as prefixes to an entity type such as a person or location. In the IOB
tagging scheme, the B label indicates the beginning of a tag, the I label indicates
the inside of a tag, and the O label indicates the outside of a tag. As a rule, the B
label is only used to indicate the beginning of a new tag when following a tag of the
same entity type. This allows for the distinction of entity spans that are adjacent but
share the same entity type. The IOBES scheme is a more fine-grained extension of
IOB that also happens to be more intuitive and has generally been shown to perform
better.
For an input document x, we extract a set of entities Sx ⊂ E using an NER model.
Once all entities are identified (and mapped to their IDs, if applicable), the next step
is to classify pairs according to their relation type. To that end, a classifier is build
to assign each pair in P = {(α,β)∣(α,β) ∈ Sx ×Sx} a relation from R. In this problem
scenario, R includes the null relation type which indicates the lack of a relationship.
The output for x are all pairs in P , along with their relation assignment, that were
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not assigned the null relation.
2.1.2 Evaluation Metrics
In end-to-end relation extraction, we use evaluate entity recognition and relation
extraction separately. However, relation extraction performance directly subsumes
entity recognition performance, and thus can be viewed as a holistic measure, given
the heavy reliance of relation extraction on entity recognition performance. In both
cases, however, we use the standard F1 score as a single evaluation metric as opposed
to the more popular accuracy metric. While accuracy is an acceptable metric in
cases where the number of positive to negative examples is balanced, he F1 score
is preferable when there is sparsity in the prediction space as is associated with
information extraction tasks. That is, the number of candidate entities and relations
are typically high for any input example, and the number of any of those entity or
relation being relevant is much smaller by comparison. In such cases, a model that
predicts nothing (that is, no entities or no relations) will have a misleadingly high
accuracy owing to a high number of true negatives. The F1 score is not inflated
by true negatives, and is thus a better choice for information extraction problems.
The F1 score is actually a summary metric that is based on an ideal balance of
the precision and recall measures often seen in NLP and information retrieval tasks.
Precision (or positive predictive value) is the fraction of predicted entity or relation





while recall (or sensitivity) is the fraction of all correct entity or relation appearing





where TP, FP, and FN are true positives, false positives, and false negatives. Con-
cretely, the F1 score is defined as the harmonic mean of the precision and recall,
F1 =
2 ⋅ precision ⋅ recall
precision + recall
.
Thus, precision and recall, and thereby the F1 score, ignores true negatives com-
pletely.
Micro- and macro-averaged F1. In the studies explored in this work, the F1
scores are implicitly micro-averaged over classes. That is, we compute F1 in way
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that weights all discrete predictions equally; relations or entities of different types
are weighted proportion to the frequency of each type. This is opposed to macro-
averaging, wherein each type is weighted equally without regard for their relative
frequency. Concretely, for a set of relations R relations, the micro-averaged F1 score








where TPr, FPr, and FNr are the true positive, false positive, and false negative
counts, respectively, for relation r. Or more concretely,
micro F1 =
2 ⋅micro precision ⋅micro recall
micro precision +micro recall
. (2.1)
With macro-averaging, F1 scores are computed per class, and then averaged.
While the above describes a generic formulation for the micro-F1 score, each
self-contained study in this work will typically contain a more tailored definition
depending on the problem or dataset.
2.2 Literature Review
This section serves as a literature review of the research space on the topic of deep
learning as well as both relation classification (RC) and end-to-end relation extraction
(E2ERE). We first provide an overview of advances in deep neural networks for natural
language tasks in Section 2.2.1. In Section 2.2.2, we discuss early works on relation
classification as well as recent state-of-the-art neural models. In Section 2.2.3, we
review studies that focus on E2ERE; here, we explore early works using inference
mechanisms as well as recent end-to-end neural models.
2.2.1 Deep Neural Networks
Recent progress in natural language processing (NLP) in general has mostly been
a consequence of advances in deep neural networks – neural networks with at least
two layers between the input and output layer and capable of composing useful in-
termediate representations. Relevant deep neural architectures are introduced in the
remainder of this section.
Neural Word Embeddings and Convolutional Neural Networks. Convo-
lutional neural networks (CNNs) in particular were originally developed for image
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recognition tasks [6] and has been successfully applied to the text domain by exploit-
ing so called neural word embeddings [7, 8]. These word embeddings represent words
as vectors and can be pre-trained using unsupervised methods and further trained
when learning on a specific task. CNNs exhibit translational invariance, which allows
them to detect contextual features while being insensitive to changes of a translational
nature. In the context of computer vision, this feature allows a model to recognize
an object regardless of whether it has been rotated or rescaled, for example. In text
classification, this translates to being able to recognize meaningful contextual terms
or phrases while accounting for the many distinct ways the same sentence can be
expressed syntactically. Moreover, the so called pooling operation (more later) that
is intrinsic to CNNs makes it possible to deal with variable-length nature of text.
Using CNNs along with neural word embeddings has been shown to be effective in
many natural language tasks (including text classification and relation extraction)
since they naturally capture syntactic and semantic information [9, 10, 11].
Recurrent Neural Networks. Unlike CNNs, which are a feedforward type of
network, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) have also been successful in NLP tasks
involving sequence data such as part-of-speech tagging, named entity recognition
(NER), and machine translation [12, 13]. RNNs are a natural architecture for model-
ing sequences via cyclical connections in the network such that outputs from previous
timesteps are fed back as input to the network. It is typical to compose RNNs in
both the forward and the backward direction as this allows the sequence to be mod-
eled in both directions in a joint architecture called a bidirectional RNN (Bi-RNN).
In a typical Bi-RNN architecture, both the forward and backward RNN receive the
same input and are composed independently; once composed, the output vector is
concatenated at each corresponding timestep. Bi-RNNs are important for sequence
labeling tasks as the full context is taken into account when assigning a label for each
timestep of the input sequence. Bi-RNNs in a text classification setting can also be
viewed intuitively as a composition of the entire context (in vector form) centered at
some word with as many “context vectors” as there are words in the sequence.
Long Short-Term Memory Networks. A significant issue with traditional RNNs
is the problem of vanishing gradients [14] where the back propagated errors that are
needed to update the parameters become extremely small for earlier layers (in the
cyclical layer unfolding) due to the application of the familiar chain rule in comput-
ing derivates that involve functions of functions. The effect of this learning becomes
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extremely slow and may be ineffective overall. This effect increases the deeper the
network is, which in case of RNNs amounts to the maximum length of the input se-
quences. To counter this in RNNs, one popular idea is to use a more involved hidden
layer with the so called long short-term memory (LSTM) units [15, 16]. Unlike in
a traditional RNN, in LSTMs, the state representation includes an explicit memory
cell access to and use of which is controlled through three gates – first to control how
much of the next input to incorporate in the memory (input gate), second to deter-
mine to what extent the current memory is to be forgotten (forget gate), and third
to limit the extent of information from the current step’s output to propagate to the
next step (output gate). These three gates control the flow of information based on
the previous output and cell state via sigmoid outputs in [0,1]. We encourage readers
to refer to Graves [17, Chapter 4] and Goldberg [18, Section 11] for thorough details
of LSTMs and the corresponding derivations of gradients. In this study, we used
Bi-RNNs with LSTM units in the hidden layer which are simply termed Bi-LSTMs.
2.2.2 Relation Classification
The majority of past and current efforts in relation extraction treat the problem as
a simpler relation classification problem where pairs of entities are known during
test time; the goal is to classify the pair of entities, given the context, as being
either positive or negative for a particular type of relation. Many early works on
relation classification preprocess the input as a dependency parse tree [19, 20] and
exploit features corresponding to the shortest dependency path between candidate
entities; this general approach has also been successfully applied in the biomedical
domain [21, 22, 23, 24], where they typically involve a graph kernel based Support
Vector Machine (SVM) classifier [23, 25]. Such models are limited in that they rely
on a capable dependency parser to pre-process the input and are prone to errors that
can propagate from input pre-processing step. The concept of network centrality
has also been applied [24] such that gene networks were created with respect to a
specific disease; genes are then ranked according to network centrality metrics where
highly ranked genes were considered more likely to be associated with the disease.
Other studies, such as the effort by Frunza et al. [26], apply the more traditional
bag-of-words approach focusing on syntactic and lexical features while exploring a
wide variety of classification algorithms including decision trees, SVMs, and Näive
Bayes.
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Deep Neural Models. More recently, innovations in relation extraction have cen-
tered around designing meaningful deep learning architectures. Liu et al. [27] pro-
posed a dependency-based CNN architecture wherein the convolution is applied over
words adjacent according to the shortest path connecting the entities in the depen-
dency tree, rather than words adjacent with respect to the order expressed, to detect
drug-drug interactions (DDIs). In Kavuluru et al. [28], ensembling of both character-
level and word-level RNNs is further proposed for improved performance in DDI
extraction. Raj et al. [29] proposed a deep learning architecture such that word rep-
resentations are first processed by a bidirectional RNN layer followed by a standard
CNN, with an optional attention mechanism towards the output layer. Luo et al. [30]
proposed convolving over not only the sentence, but rather over the five segments of
a sentence: before the first entity mention, the first entity mention, in between the
entity mentions, the second entity mention, and after the second entity mention. A
single representation of the candidate relation and its context are then composed via
simple concatenation of the CNN outputs. Zhang et al. [31] showed that relation ex-
traction performance can be improved by applying graph convolutions over a pruned
version of the dependency tree.
2.2.3 End-to-End Relation Extraction
Early efforts in E2ERE, as covered in this section, assume that entity bounds are
known during test time. Hence, the NER aspect of these methods is limited to clas-
sifying entity type (e.g., is "President Kennedy" a person, place, or organization?).
In an early seminal study, Roth and Yih [2] proposed an integer linear programming
(LP) approach to tackle the end-to-end relation extraction problem1. The LP com-
ponent, which takes independent local classifier probability outputs as input, is used
to enhance classification outputs by enforcing relational constraints at a global level
through a so called global inference mechanism. The task of joint extraction is then
reduced to finding a most-probable joint assignment of entities and relations. Hence,
it is possible for the results of an relation classifier to affect the results of the NER
component, which is otherwise impossible in a traditional pipeline approach. A ben-
efit to formulating RE as an LP problem is that it is relatively fast using commercial
LP packages despite hardware limitations at the time; moreover, it is more efficient
1In early works, end-to-end relation extraction for the most part assume that entity bounds are
known during test time. The joint modeling aspect is really then to 1. assign entity types to known
entity mentions along and 2. assign relation types for each candidate pair of entities. It is therefore
a much easier task than “end-to-end relation extraction” as defined in this study, where we must
additionally identify entity bounds.
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than computing these relationships independently. They experimented on the TREC
dataset (corpus from Wall Street Journal, Associate Press, etc.) that were annotated
with entities and their relationships. They discovered that the LP component was
effective in enhancing classifier results by reducing semantic inconsistencies in the
predictions compared to a traditional pipeline approach wherein the outputs of an
NER are passed as features into the relation classification component. This indicates
that there are mutual inter-dependencies between NER and RC as subtasks which
can be exploited. The LP technique has been also been successfully applied in jointly
model entities and relations with respect to opinion recognition by Choi et al. [32].
Kate and Mooney [33] proposed a similar approach but presented a global inference
mechanism induced by building a graph resembling a card-pyramid structure. A
dynamic programming algorithm, similar to CYK [34] parsing, called card-pyramid
parsing is applied along with beam search to identify the most probable joint assign-
ment of entities and their relations based on outputs of local classifiers. Other efforts
to this end involve the use of a probabilistic graphical model [35, 36]. These methods
work on the assumption that entity mention boundaries are known during test time.
Li and Ji [4] proposed the first model wherein entities (including entity mention
bounds) and their relations are predicted using a single joint model. The predictive
goal is to obtain a structure output for some input sentence given arbitrary (non-task
specific) features and constraints, such that a structure contains both entity mentions
and their relations. Structured perceptrons [37], as a learning framework, is used to
estimate feature weights while beam-search is used to explore partial solutions to
incrementally arrive at the most probable structure. Miwa and Sasaki [3] followed up
by being the first to propose the idea of using a table representation which simplifies
the task into a table-filling problem such that NER and relation labels are assigned
to cells of the table; the goal is to predict a most-probable assignment to the table
out of all possible assignments using beam search. The table is symmetric so only
cells in the lower triangle are assigned a relation label, while cells along the diagonal
are assigned entity labels. While the representation is in table form, the beam search
is performed linearly, one cell-assignment per step. Many search orders are explored
as part of the study and they discovered that assigning entity labels first resulted
in slight gains that are statistically significant. They also deployed an enhanced
margin-based version of the structured perceptron by Li and Ji [4] such that wrong
assignments with small differences from groundtruth are penalized. Moreover, label
dependencies are strictly enforced based on the previous label assignment, at the cost
of additional computation time, so that illegal assignments are not possible.
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Deep Neural Models. Miwa and Bansal [38] proposed the first deep neural net-
work based model for end-to-end relation extraction. The model proposed consists of
a sequential bi-LSTM layer for encoding contextual semantic information about the
sentence as well as predicting NER tags. Each pair of identified entity are passed to
a mention-level classifier based on a tree-structured LSTM where each pair of entities
is represented by the shortest-path dependency subtree that connects them. Such
a model trained in conjunction with entity pre-training and scheduled sampling was
found to be highly effective. Katiyar and Cardie [39] proposed a deep neural model
for jointly extracting entities and relations without the need to rely on dependency
trees. They propose a multi-layered LSTM model that jointly assigns NER and re-
lation labels at each timestep. For relation labeling, they use an attention layer as
in pointer networks [40] to assign relatedness measures to tokens identified as enti-
ties in previous timesteps. A drawback of this approach is that, while NER tagging
decisions are conditioned on the tag assigned to the previous token, pointer decisions
are not conditioned similarly as in a true pointer network. Moreover, the model as
proposed only permits entities to participate in at most one relation, which restricts
its usefulness for real-world problems.
Zheng et al. [41] proposed a “hybrid” neural network based on an LSTMmodule for
NER tagging and CNN for relation classification; the networks are trained separately
despite such that intermediate representations of the NER module are passed as
input to the relation classification module. A major drawback of such a setup is
that the weights of the NER module are not affected during back-propagation when
training the relation classification component. In this sense, the predictive capability
of the NER component does not benefit from global knowledge about the relation
component. In a separate but related work, Zheng et al. [42] proposes the idea of a
novel tagging scheme for identifying entities as well as relations based on the BIES
(Begin, Inside, End, Single) tags traditionally reserved for NER. In this proposed
tagging scheme, there is an instance of the BIES tag for each relation type and for one
of the two designations (subject or object). For example, a tag “B-Affects-Subject”
indicates that a token is the beginning of an entity tag and the subject of an “Affects”
relation type. The study suggests a layered encoder-decoder LSTM model typically
observed for NER. This approach suffers from the same drawback as Katiyar and
Cardie [39] wherein overlapping relations are not possible.
Pawar et al. [43] proposed a so called All Word Pairs (AWP) neural network
model that, similar to Miwa and Sasaki [3], uses mention-level subnetworks to label
pairs of words such that the end-to-end relation extraction reduces to a table filling
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problem. The model is advertised as a single joint network in the sense that network
parameters are shared; however, the use of features that are specific to each pair
of words (such as shortest dependency path) for mention-level prediction suggests a
reliance on local classifiers as in past work. Since label predictions are independent
of another, the authors used Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) as a global inference
mechanism to correct label assignments. Li et al. [5] proposes a similar “joint” type
model involving two sub-models; a neural network with CNNs at the character level
and Bi-LSTM at the word level serves as the NER sub-model while a Bi-LSTM over
the shortest dependency path serves as the relation classification sub-model. The
sub-models share parameters but are trained separately in alternation.
Verga et al. [44] proposes a deep neural network model that simultaneously pre-
dicts relationships between all mention pairs in a document based on finding pairwise
scores between entity mentions, using a bi-affine similarity function, and aggregates
them to arrive at a single relation score for each entity pair. Katiyar and Cardie [39]
and Bekoulis et al. [45] specifically use attention mechanisms for the RE component
without the need for dependency parse features. Zheng et al. [46] operate by reducing
the problem to a sequence-labeling task that relies on a novel tagging scheme. Zeng
et al. [47] use an encoder-decoder network such that the input sentence is encoded as
fixed-length vector and decoded to relation triples directly. Most recently, Bekoulis
et al. [48] found that adversarial training (AT) is an effective regularization approach
for E2ERE performance.
2.3 Notations and Neural Building Blocks
Herein, we adhere to the following mathematical notations for consistency. Matrices
are denoted as uppercase letters, such as X, Y , and Z. We use standard subscript
indexing notation to represent matrix indexing operations on rows and columns re-
spectively. For example, Xi,j corresponds to the element at the ith row and jth column
of X. Furthermore, we use subscripted square brackets following a matrix term to
denote a row-indexing operation; for example, X
[i]
corresponds to the vector at row
i of X. The operation for selecting a range of rows is denoted similarly by making
use of the colon; for example, X
[i∶j]
corresponds to the sub-matrix consisting of rows
i to j of X. Vectors are denoted as bolded lowercase letters such as x, y, and z,
with standard subscript as an indexing notation. For example, xi corresponds to the
ith element of x. Moreover, vectors can be represented as a sequence using square
brackets such that x = [x1, . . . ,xn] supposing x is a vector of size n. The vector
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concatenation operation is denoted using the ∥ symbol. Scalars and other types of
variables are denoted as plain lowercase letters such as x, y, and z. Lastly, sets are
represented as calligraphic uppercase letters such as X , Y , and Z.
We next provide a generic definition of the canonical CNN and BiLSTM networks
that are later used as building blocks in model construction. For ease of notation, we
assume fixed sentence length n and word length n̂; in practice, we set n and n̂ to be
the maximum sentence/word length and zero-pad shorter sentences/words.
CNN. Henceforth, the abstract function fw,doutCNN (⋅) ∶ Rn×din ↦ Rdout is used to rep-
resent the CNN that convolves on a window of size w in a sentence with n words,
mapping an n × din matrix to a vector representation of length dout, where din is the
word embedding size. This is an abstraction of the canonical CNN for NLP first
proposed by Kim [7] and is defined as follows. First, we denote the convolution op-
eration ⋆ as the sum of the element-wise products of two matrices. That is, for two
matrices A and B of same dimensions, A ⋆B = ∑j∑kAj,k ⋅Bj,k. Suppose the input
is a sequence of vector representations x1, . . . ,xn ∈ Rdin ; the output representation
g ∈ Rdout is defined such that
gk = max( fconvolve(k,x
1, . . . ,xw) , . . . ,
fconvolve(k,x
n−w+1, . . . ,xn) )
for k = 1, . . . , dout,
given a convolution function fconvolve that convolves over a contiguous window of size
w ≤ n, defined as
fconvolve(k,v


























where v1, . . . ,vw ∈ Rdin are input vectors,W k ∈ Rw×din and bk ∈ R for k = 1, . . . , dout, are
network parameters (corresponding to a set of dout convolutional filters), ReLU(x) =
max(0, x) is the linear rectifier activation function. Here, dout is a hyperparameter
that determines the number of convolutional filters and thus the size of the final
feature vector. In the study, we denote the convolution as an abstract function
fw,doutCNN (⋅) ∶ Rn×din ↦ Rdout that convolves on a window of size w and maps an n × din
matrix to a vector representation of length dout.
BiLSTM. Likewise, we represent the BiLSTM network as an abstract function
fdoutBLSTM(⋅) ∶ Rn×din ↦ Rn×dout that maps a sequence of n input vectors (e.g., word
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embeddings) of din size (as an n×din matrix) to a corresponding sequence of n output





an LSTM composition in the forward and backward direction. Suppose the input
is a sequence of vector representations x1, . . . ,xn ∈ Rdin ; the output of a standard














h i, for i = 1, . . . , n,
where ∥ is the vector concatenation operator and hi ∈ Rdout represents the context
centered at the ith word. Here, dout is a hyperparameter that determines the size
of the the context embeddings. In the study, we denote the BiLSTM network as an
abstract function fdoutBLSTM(⋅) ∶ Rn×din ↦ Rn×dout that maps a sequence of n input vectors
(e.g., word embeddings) of din size (as an n×din matrix) to a corresponding sequence
of n output context vectors of dout size (as an n × dout matrix).
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Chapter 3 Deep Learning for Extracting Protein-Protein Interactions
Precision medicine is an emerging disease treatment paradigm in which healthcare
is customized to each individual patient. To support this effort, it is important to
be able to extract useful translational information such as mentions of relationships
between genes1, mutations, and diseases. BioCreative (Critical Assessment of Infor-
mation Extraction in Biology) [49] is an initiative with the aims of providing a stan-
dard evaluation framework for assessing text mining systems with respect to relevant
problems in the biomedical domain. The related challenges are important as they
provide an avenue for introducing new gold standard datasets to the research com-
munity that are hand-annotated by human domain experts. The precision medicine
track of BioCreative VI, specifically, was organized to identify and study mutations
and their effect on molecular interactions. Concretely, this track focuses on min-
ing biomedical literature for protein-protein interactions (PPIs) that are affected by
the presence of a genetic mutation. As an example, consider the following sentence:
“We found that dominant-negative mutants of PML blocked AXIN-induced p53 ac-
tivation, and that AXIN promotes PML SUMOylation, a modification necessary for
PML functions.” Here, we see that AXIN and PML are proteins that interact, as
indicated by the assertion that AXIN promotes SUMOylation in PML; moreover, a
mutation of PML is involved. Based on this observation, we can deduce that AXIN
and PML are interesting pairs of proteins to study. We refer to this particular type of
relation, where the participants of a PPI are also affected by a mutation, as a PPIm
relation. This challenge is important as there has been a lack of tools that allows for
the extraction of such interactions from biomedical literature despite its potential to
support approaches in precision medicine.
The precision medicine track involves two distinct tasks: document triage and
relation extraction. In the first task, participants are asked to build systems able
to determine whether a PubMed citation is relevant or not relevant with respect to
the relation extraction task; that is, whether or not it contains any PPIm relations
to be extracted. In the second task, we are asked to build systems that take as
input a PubMed citation and output any PPIm relations along with the Entrez Gene
1Given proteins are biochemical materials resulting from expression of corresponding genes, the
terms gene and protein are used interchangeably in this study and the exact meaning is dependent
on the context
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IDs2 of the participating genes. Thus for the second task, besides the input text,
no additional information is provided making it a true end-to-end requirement where
gene spotting, normalization, and interaction detection are all required.
In this study, we exclusively focus on the PPIm extraction task and propose a
pipeline of three modular components: named entity recognition (NER), gene men-
tion normalization (GN), and relation classification (RC). The input to the pipeline
is a PubMed article and the output is a set of extracted PPIm pairs. The first compo-
nent identifies spans of text corresponding to gene mentions. As an aside, we do not
recognize pronouns referring to gene mentions, only the mentions themselves. The
second component maps the gene mentions to their normalized Entrez Gene IDs.
Lastly, the third component classifies all pairs of unique gene IDs found in the article
as either positive or negative for the PPIm relation. The system we present here is an
improved version of our original challenge entry [50] with three major changes. First,
we use GNormPlus [51] to augment the original training corpus with additional gene
annotations. For the NER component, this has the effect of reducing mixed signals
stemming from the lack of annotations in the original training data. For the RC com-
ponent, this provides many more meaningful negative examples such that the label
imbalance more accurately reflects real-world situations. Second, during testing, we
tag sequences of tokens that are missed by the NER component but appear in a gene
lexicon (provided with the BioCreative II Gene Normalization training data [52]) to
boost overall recall. Third, we consult PubTator [53] as a secondary reference (in ad-
dition to the gene database lookup; more later) for document-level gene annotations
when mapping genes to their Entrez Gene IDs. We find that these changes drastically
improve recall while retaining high precision.
The PPIm extraction task differs from a typical relation extraction task in three
notable ways. First, a protein may interact with itself which implies that a protein
can participate simultaneously as both the subject and the object of a PPIm relation.
Second, directionality of a protein pair is immaterial which implies that (A,B) and
(B,A) are equivalent for the sake of system evaluation. Here, the interaction type
is also not important as in other PPI tasks so each relation can sufficiently be rep-
resented as a pair instead the usual (subject, predicate, object) triple. Lastly, it is
possible for relations to be expressed across sentence bounds such that the subject
and object mentions of a PPIm pair are in different sentences. Hence, we believe it
is better to make relation classification decisions (i.e., extract protein-pairs) at the
document level for this particular task. This is opposed to sentence-level relation
2https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/
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extraction where sentences are assumed to be mutually independent when extracting
relations; and only pairs mentioned in the same sentence are considered as valid can-
didates for extraction. Document-level extraction has an additional advantage in that
it takes into account sentence-level correlations such as order of sentences expressed.
In the rest of the manuscript, we discuss other approaches to this task and provide
an overview of deep neural network architectures in Section 3.1. We present our
main methods in Section 3.2 and discuss system performance and comparisons in
Section 3.3.
3.1 Background and Related Work
In this section we cover prior efforts in biomedical relation extraction and the top
performer of the PPIm extraction task we address in this manuscript.
3.1.1 Biomedical Relation Extraction
Many early works on relation extraction preprocess the input as a dependency parse
tree [19, 20] and exploit features corresponding to the shortest dependency path
between candidate entities; this general approach has also been successfully applied
in the biomedical domain [21, 22, 23, 25], where they typically involve a graph kernel
based Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier [23, 25]. The concept of network
centrality has also been applied [24] such that gene networks were created with respect
to a specific disease; genes are then ranked according to network centrality metrics
where highly ranked genes were considered more likely to be associated with the
disease. Other studies, such as the effort by Frunza et al. [26], apply the more
traditional bag-of-words approach focusing on syntactic and lexical features while
exploring a wide variety of classification algorithms including decision trees, SVMs,
and Näive Bayes. More recently, innovations in relation extraction have centered
around designing meaningful deep learning architectures. Liu et al. [27] proposed a
dependency-based CNN architecture wherein the convolution is applied over words
adjacent according to the shortest path connecting the entities in the dependency
tree, rather than words adjacent with respect to the order expressed, to detect drug-
drug interactions (DDIs). In Kavuluru et al. [28], ensembling of both character-
level and word-level RNNs is further proposed for improved performance in DDI
extraction. Raj et al. [29] proposed a deep learning architecture such that word
representations are first processed by a bidirectional RNN layer followed by a standard
CNN, with an optional attention mechanism towards the output layer. Luo et al. [30]
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proposed convolving over not only the sentence, but rather over the five segments of
a sentence: before the first entity mention, the first entity mention, in between the
entity mentions, the second entity mention, and after the second entity mention. A
single representation of the candidate relation and its context are then composed via
simple concatenation of the CNN outputs. Recent studies have also explored joint
modeling of both NER and relation extraction in an end-to-end fashion via deep
neural networks [39, 38, 41].
3.1.2 Top Performing PPIm Extraction Entry
Chen et al. [54] produced the best micro-F1 scores during the BioCreative VI PPIm
extraction challenge. They used the GNormPlus [51] tool as an “out-of-the-box” so-
lution for recognizing and normalizing gene mentions. The main contribution lies in
the relation classification aspect in which two different approaches are explored. The
first is based on a rule-based system using the heuristic that if a protein-protein pair
occur together in more than N sentences then it is considered positive for a PPIm
relation. This works surprisingly well which is likely due to the observation that an
article that has already been deemed relevant during document triage phase is likely
topically-focused on a specific PPIm relation. It is reasonable to assume that two pro-
teins mentioned together multiple times are more likely to be part of a relation than
not. They found that N = 2 was optimal during validation. The second approach
is based on traditional SVM with a graph kernel where the input is a dependency
graph. Syntactic dependency graphs generated for each sentence are used as classifier
features. In case a protein-pair is mentioned across two sentences, an artificial root
node is generated connecting the roots of the two sentences to form a single larger
graph to be used as input. They additionally experimented with introducing hand-
picked mutation-context binary features in the form of 30 interaction terms including
interact, complex, bound, bind, and regulate. From the 5-fold cross validation results
on the training set, they found that SVM with these mutation features worked best
at 27.5% F1. This is contrary to the test results, in which the rule-based approach
was superior at 37.67% on the official test set. The authors note an end-to-end
performance ceiling of 56% F1 when using GNormPlus for protein recognition and
normalization. This aligns with our observation that improving the gene annotation
aspect plays a key role in improving overall performance. The system we propose in
this study uses more elaborate heuristics for the NER and gene normalization com-
ponents and exploits recent advances in deep neural networks for natural language
processing. Our current results improve upon Chen et al. [54] by 3 micro-F1 points
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in exact matching and by over 8 micro-F1 points in homolog-level matching strongly
indicating that our end-to-end formulation is more suitable for this task.
3.2 Materials and Methods
For the relation extraction subtask, we propose a pipeline system that consists of three
components: supervised NER for gene mention detection, knowledge-based gene nor-
malization, and supervised relation classification to predict each pair of genes found
as either positive or negative for an interaction. It is possible to use an “out-of-
the-box” solution such as GNormPlus that identifies both gene mentions and their
corresponding gene identifier directly; however, we opted for a supervised approach
that lets us leverage the generous gene annotations provided with the training corpus
for this task. In the rest of this section, we first describe the dataset to be used
in Section 3.2.1. We describe the NER system used to identify spans of text corre-
sponding to a gene mention in Section 3.2.2. We then describe our knowledge-based
method for gene normalization in Section 3.2.3 and relation classification model in
Section 3.2.4.
3.2.1 PPIm Dataset
The PPIm dataset consists of 597 article title and abstracts each of which is annotated
with gene mentions and interacting relevant protein pairs (at least one per citation)
identified by their Entrez Gene IDs. In total, there are 752 pairs such that each article
contains 1.26 relevant PPIm pairs on average. It is important to note that a gene is
only annotated with mention-level offsets if it exists as part of a PPIm relation in
the ground truth; hence, these gene annotations are incomplete for the sole purpose
of training an NER model to identify gene mentions. The test has 632 articles each
with at least one PPIm pair and a total of 868 PPIm pairs over the full test set; here
we observe a similar distribution to the training set with an average of 1.37 pairs
per article. Systems designed for this task are officially evaluated using standard
metrics such as micro and macro F1/precision/recall; additionally, evaluations can
be performed using exact or homologous gene matching. Further details of system
evaluation are discussed in Section 3.3.
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3.2.2 Gene Mention Identification (NER)
The aim of the first component in the pipeline is to identify spans of text correspond-
ing to gene mentions. To that end, we propose the use of a deep neural network
system based on a CNN-LSTM hybrid model initially proposed by Chiu and Nichols
[55] for NER. This sequence-to-sequence model composes word representations with
CNNs by convolving over character n-grams. At the word level, contextual word
representations are composed using a bi-directional LSTM layer. A separate fully-
connected softmax output layer is present at the output of each LSTM unit such that
an IOB3 [56] label prediction can be made for each token. A visualization of the
architecture can be observed in Figure 3.1.
Herein, we formulate the model from the bottom up. In this formulation, a word
at position i for i = 1, . . . , n is treated as a lowercased character sequence ci1, . . . , c
i
T i
represented by their index into the character vocabulary Vchar. The corresponding
character embedding matrix Echar ∈ R∣Vchar∣×α embeds each character as a vector of
length α (a hyper-parameter). Embedding matrices can be initialized to random or
pretrained values; in either case, the word vectors are (further) modified via backward
propagation. We use the same embedding setup to produce character type embedding
vectors of length 8 indicating the type of character: lowercase, uppercase, punctu-
ation, or other. Suppose the embedding matrix for character type is Ectype ∈ R4×8
and zi1, . . . , z
i
T i
represents the sequence of enumerated character types for the word at
position i. The word at position i can then be represented as a matrix composition































is the jth row of Echar, Ectype respectively and ∥ is the vector
concatenation operator. The central idea in CNNs is the so called convolution op-
eration over the document matrix (or in this case, the “word” matrix) to produce a
feature map representation using a convolution filter (CF). The convolution opera-
tion ∗ is formally defined as the sum of the element-wise products of two matrices.
That is, for two matrices A and B of same dimensions, A ∗B = ∑j∑kAj,k ⋅Bj,k. We
3The Inside-Outside-Beginning (IOB) format is a tagging scheme commonly used in NER and
sequence labeling tasks. The Inside and Beginning tags indicate that the tag is inside and at the
beginning of a typed span respectively while Outside indicates that the tag is outside of a span.
Typically, and in our model, the Beginning tag is only used when a tag is followed by a tag of the
same type to indicate the start of a new span.
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perform a convolution operation over Bi of window size three to obtain the feature










is a window of matrixBi spanning from row j to row j+2,W char and bchar
are network parameters representing a CF, and the linear rectifier activation function
ReLU(x) = max(0, x). The goal is to learn multiple CFs that can collectively capture
diverse representations of the same word. Here, specifically, we learn κ filters to obtain
κ corresponding feature maps denoted as vi,1, . . . ,vi,κ. As a crucial step with CNNs,
we select the most distinctive feature of each feature map using a max-over-time
pooling operation [57]. Let vi,jk be the k
th value of vi,j, then the word representation




we can roughly equate this to composing a word representation using the traditional
bag-of-words model, except here the features consist of character tri-grams. Because
of the way max-pooling is applied, the order of tri-grams is immaterial.
Once a representation is composed for each word, we then use a bi-directional
LSTM to model the word sequence. It is important that we also include actual word
embeddings (in addition to those obtained through character embedding composi-
tions) as well as word type embeddings as input. The latter embeddings serve a
similar purpose to that of the character types and can correspond to one of the five
following types: all lowercase, mixed-cased, capitalized first letter, all uppercase, or
other. We now transition to a word-level perspective. Formally, the input to the
network is a sequence of word indexes w1, . . . ,wn into the word vocabulary Vword and
the corresponding embedding matrix is denoted as Eword ∈ R∣Vword∣×d. In addition, we
denote z̄1, . . . , z̄n as a sequence of enumerated word types corresponding to the em-
bedding matrix Ewtype ∈ R5×α. The bi-directional LSTM with a hidden/output unit
size of π can then be composed as







where ui is character based embedding for wi, Eword[j] and E
wtype
[j]
are jth rows of
Eword and Ewtype respectively, and LSTM→ and LSTM← represent an LSTM unit
composition in the forward and backward directions respectively. The concatenated
output vector hi ∈ R2π represents the entire context centered at the ith word. The
output at each timestep necessarily has its own softmax output layer in order for the
network to be able to tag each word with an IOB label typically used for NER. The
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output at each position i = 1, . . . , n is
qi =W outhi + bout
where W out ∈ Rm×2π and bout ∈ Rm are network parameters and m = 3, the number of
NER tags (B-GENE, I-GENE, and O). In order to get a categorical distribution, we










where pi is the vector of probability estimates serving as a categorical distribution
over gene IOB tags for the word at position i. We optimize by computing the standard
categorical cross-entropy loss at each output layer. Since each instance may be of a
different sequence length, the final loss is computed as the mean over all n losses, one













where yi ∈ Rm is the correct label for word i encoded as a one-hot vector. Next, we
discuss the training procedure and model configuration.
Training and Model Configuration The NER model is trained on the training
data and additionally on the GNormPlus corpus which includes re-annotations of the
BioCreative II GM/GN corpus [52]. The core training data consists of 5668 sentence-
level training examples while the GNormPlus corpus constitutes an additional 6389.
We chose an embedding size of α = 32 with κ = 50 filters for the character-based
CNN composition. These hyperparameters were chosen based on the results of a hy-
perparameter search conducted by Chiu and Nichols [55] and further tweaked during
initial experiments. At the word level, we used word embedding vectors of size d = 200
pre-trained on the PubMed corpus [58]. The forward and backward LSTM are each
implemented with a hidden unit size of π = 200. The network was trained using SGD
with an exponential decay rate of 0.95 for a maximum of 10,000 iterations. On each
iteration, we trained the network using a mini-batch [59] of 20 random examples.
We check-pointed every 100 iterations and saved only the checkpoint with the best
F1 on the development set. We also deployed early stopping such that training is
stopped if there are no improvements for ten checkpoints. We train ten such models
(each with a different seed) as part of an ensemble where each model is trained on a
smaller random subset of only 50% of the original training set. We observed that the
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ensemble was less prone to over-fitting (during initial experiments) when each model
of the ensemble was only exposed to a smaller subset of the training data.
Augmented Gene Annotations An issue with the gene annotations in the train-
ing data is that they are not comprehensive. In fact, only genes participating in at
least one relationship are annotated with mention-level offsets and gene IDs. This
issue manifests in two distinct ways.
1. Mixed signals are introduced during learning (for the NER model) given it is
possible for the same entity to appear as a target (annotated with I-GENE ) for
identification in one training example but not others (they are instead annotated
with O) where it may not participate in an interaction. Due to the nature of a
pipeline system, downstream bottlenecks can often occur as a result of low recall
at the front-end of a pipeline. If we fail to identify a gene mention, for example,
we will miss any relations it may participate in regardless of the competency of
the relation classification component.
2. Data generated to train the relation classification component will not contain
enough meaningful negative examples given gene mentions in the original train-
ing dataset are limited to those participating in interactions. From a manual
observation of the data, we find that most examples generated are positive with
many of the negative instances resulting from self-interactions.
From our original system submission [50], we found that models trained on only the
provided annotations worked reasonably well despite the highlighted issues. As a
strategy to overcome these issues and to improve end-to-end recall, we augment gene
annotations provided in the training set using the PubTator tool [53] (which uses
GNormPlus [51] as the backend for gene annotations). We simply run PubTator
on the training corpus and insert genes it finds to corresponding spans of text in
the training data that have consecutive O labels. The augmented corpus is instead
used for training the supervised model (not only for NER, but relation classification
as well). When doing this, we make sure to apply corrections such that the label
sequence conforms to IOB rules.
Post-processing step Before proceeding to the gene normalization component, we
perform a post-processing step to the output of the NER system in an attempt to
maximize recall. Specifically, we use the gene lexicon provided with the BioCreative
II Gene Normalization training data [52] as a knowledge source. The gene lexicon
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provides mappings of gene mentions to potential Entrez Gene IDs (keeping in mind
that a gene mention may map to more than one unique ID). For a document input,
we search for occurrences of gene mentions from the lexicon (note that we prioritize
longer gene mentions over shorter ones) and add them as additional mentions to
our supervised NER system’s annotations barring those that overlap with our NER
gene spans. In the gene normalization step (to be discussed next), we filter out
gene mentions for which there are no plausible gene ID mappings. As such, the
lower precision at the NER level due to this recall oriented post-processing step is
reconcilable as we can weed out obviously bad gene mentions (i.e., gene mentions with
no valid mapping) during gene normalization. Hence, precision can be compromised
for the sake of improved recall for the NER component.
3.2.3 Entrez Gene ID Normalization (GN)
For the gene normalization component, we initially experimented with a naive look-up
approach using the gene lexicon from BioCreative II normalization task [52] as well
as mappings provided with the training corpus. This served as a reasonable baseline;
however, it does not take context into consideration during the mapping process.
A gene mention may be incorrectly mapped to one of its many homologs resulting
in increased false positives. The final version of our gene normalization system is
knowledge-based and more sophisticated in that it takes into consideration both the
gene mention and the context. This system relies on the NCBI gene database [60]
to identify the candidate gene IDs for a particular mention and further narrows it
down to a “best guess” based on the document in which it occurred. We define two
utility functions that serve as the basis for this system. Before we proceed, we recall
that the full citation (title and abstract) represents a single input instance for our
task. Hence the context for confirming the mapping is the Medline citation of the
full article.
The first function, gene_name_lookup, takes as input a mention span and returns
a list of candidate gene IDs sorted by relevance. This is achieved by querying the
NCBI gene database via the E-utilities API4. This provides a ranked list of candidate
genes for a given gene mention. The intuition here is that the top few in this list
are either the correct gene or at least homologs of the correct gene. We now define
the second function, gene_pmid_lookup, which takes as input a PubMed article ID
(PMID) and returns a list of candidate gene IDs for the article. We achieve this by
4An example query for the gene span “Utp21”: https://eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/
eutils/esearch.fcgi?db=gene&term=Utp21&retmax=100&sort=relevance
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Algorithm 1 Gene Normalization
Input a: gene mention




for x ∈X do
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making another query to the NCBI gene database using the PMID of the current
document as query input5. This allows us to narrow down the list of candidate gene
IDs to ones that have already been identified as appearing in the document.
The final gene_normalization algorithm takes as input a gene mention and a
PMID and returns either a gene ID or NULL. The latter indicates that no match
can be found, in which case we simply ignore the span entirely for the remainder
of the pipeline. From initial experiments, we found that relying only on the NCBI
gene database to inform us of the possible genes for a document is too limiting and
hurts recall considerably. This is because, while it is very precise, the database is
not a comprehensive source of knowledge (at least for our purpose) and should not
be relied upon as such. Hence, there is reason to believe that augmenting it with
another high-precision system such as PubTator would improve overall recall. Let
pubtator_pmid_lookup be a function that takes as input a PMID and returns a list
of candidate genes for an article — not unlike gene_pmid_lookup. The difference is
that pubtator_pmid_lookup returns the output of PubTator for the article without
any information about word-level offsets; in other words, only a list of document-level
gene IDs is returned. A natural union works well in our experiments, but we find
a slight advantage in using gene_pmid_lookup as the primary source of knowledge
5An example query for the PMID 18725399: https://eutils.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/
eutils/esearch.fcgi?db=gene&term=18725399[PMID]
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with pubtator_pmid_lookup serving as a secondary fallback. The final version of the
procedure is defined in Algorithm 1. For example, suppose the document in question
has PMID 18725399 and we wish to map the gene mention “Utp21” to a gene ID. The
above algorithm will correctly return 851125 as the gene ID which can be verified via
footnotes 4 and 5.
3.2.4 Relation Classification of Gene Pairs (RC)
To extract PPIm pairs, we propose using a deep neural network architecture based
on CNNs for relation classification. The proposed model was originally introduced by
Kim [7] for text classification and later adapted by us for narrative-based prediction
of mental conditions [1]. An overview of the architecture modified to suit the relation
classification task is presented in Figure 3.2. Since the architecture is identical (with
exception of the output layer) to our prior work [1], we simply refer readers to the
original study for the exact model formulation; the remainder of this section will
instead focus on the training and configuration aspect of the model.
Training and Model Configuration When generating training examples for this
model, we use the augmented training corpus as described in Section 3.2.2 with the
additional gene mentions. For this task, each pair of candidate genes in an article
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constitutes a separate candidate interaction. Hence for each pair of candidate genes,
we generate a distinct training instance by performing well-known entity-binding – we
replace mentions of the pair with special tokens GENE_A and GENE_B (with their
own embeddings) in the corresponding document text. We adapt this idea of entity-
binding from prior efforts [28, 27] on classifying drug-drug interactions (DDIs), which
obtained competitive results on a popular DDI dataset. For a gene pair (A,B), we
also generate an additional instance for the reverse case (B,A) given directionality
does not matter. Note that we run both cases of a candidate pair during testing
and take the average output score for classification. We also generate examples for
the exception case when the candidate pair involves the same gene, i.e. A = B, in
which case GENE_S is used for entity binding of the single gene ID. We also replace
mentions of other genes in the narrative with a special GENE_N token in either case.
In total, we generated 2972 instances from the 597 articles in the training set. At
test time, we only predict pairs as positive where the mean probability is above 50%
for the instance generated from (A,B) and its reverse case (B,A). In case no pairs
meet the threshold, we make a single positive prediction by choosing the pair with
the highest probability (even if it is ≤ 50%).
We now describe the configuration of the RC model. As with the NER model, we
used word embeddings of size 200 pre-trained on the PubMed corpus [58]. For the
convolutional component, we used window sizes of 3, 4, and 5 with 200 convolutional
filters. The model was trained for 30 epochs using RMSProp [61] (an SGD variant)
using mini-batches [59] with a batch size of 8 and a learning rate of 0.001. Since
each instance is a collection of sentences and the window size is at most 5, we pad
four zero-vectors at the beginning and the end of the input text as well as between
sentences. We additionally apply dropout at a rate of 50%. During training, we
checkpoint model parameters at each epoch and only keep the checkpoint resulting
in the highest F1 on the development set. We train 10 such models as part of an
ensemble. Each model of the ensemble is trained and tuned on a random split of 80%
to 20% and seeded with a different value for random parameter initialization. The
neural network was configured based on insights from our prior work [1] with this
particular architecture and further tuned during initial experiments.
3.3 Results and Discussion
Officially, systems submitted for this task are evaluated on micro-F1 with macro-
F1 being a secondary metric introduced after the original challenge. There are two
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Table 3.1: System performance on the official test set
HomoloGene Matching Method Micro-P (%) Micro-R (%) Micro-F (%) Macro-P (%) Macro-R (%) Macro-F (%)
1
7
Task baseline 10.91 47.41 17.74 19.29 47.16 23.21
2 Tran and Kavuluru [50] 37.39 25.09 30.03 26.86 27.35 25.87
3 Chen et al. [54] 40.00 30.84 34.83 28.68 33.53 28.90
4 Our system 38.22 37.34 37.78 39.68 40.94 38.46
5
3
Task baseline 14.68 51.97 22.90 21.36 51.57 26.02
6 Tran and Kavuluru [50] 46.53 31.09 37.27 32.87 34.15 31.94
7 Chen et al. [54] 43.18 33.41 37.67 30.87 35.86 31.09
8 Our system 46.67 45.69 46.17 48.53 49.94 47.03
matching criteria that are considered when evaluating: exact gene ID matching and
HomoloGene Gene ID matching. In the latter case, genes of the same homology
group are considered equivalent for the purpose of evaluation. This allows room for
errors in the gene mapping aspect of the system and is therefore a less stringent
measure compared to “exact matches.” To identify homologous genes, the NCBI
HomoloGene6 database is used as a reference. In this context, the macro-F1 metric is
based on computing the example-based F1 for each test article and averaging it over
all test articles; this is different from the standard macro-F1 in a multi-class setting
where it is the average of the F1 score over all classes.
The end-to-end performance of our system on the official test set is recorded in
Table 3.1. Results of the top-performing participants of the original challenge are
displayed in order of ascending micro-F1. Our original system submission [50] during
the challenge placed second on exact matching (Table 3.1; row 2) and on HomoloGene
ID matching (Table 3.1; row 6) at a micro-F1 of 30.03% and 37.27% respectively. As
observed in Table 3.1, we were able to improve drastically on previous results by at
least 7 points in micro-F1 for both exact and HomoloGene ID matching. The gains
are almost entirely due to the improved recall of the new system although minor
gains in precision were also observed. We also included the results of Chen et al. [54]
for comparison as their system placed first on both matching criteria. Our improved
system attains competitive test results for this dataset at 37.78% micro-F1 on exact
matching and 46.17% micro-F1 on HomoloGene ID matching.
In Table 3.2, we study the iterative gains achieved by incrementally applying
proposed changes to our original system [50]. In order to draw conclusions based on
statistical significance, we apply the following experiment. First, we train a set of
30 models each with randomly initialized weights for both the NER and the relation
classification component. Recall that both components make predictions based on
6https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/homologene
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ten-model ensembles. We repeatedly evaluate the end-to-end system on the test set 30
times; each evaluation run involves a different ten-model ensemble for each component
sampled from their respective pool of 30 trained models. We record the mean-F1 and
95% confidence intervals from these experiments in Table 3.2. Based on the results of
this experiment, we can conclude that performance gains from the proposed changes
are statistically significant (with exception of the retrained NER/RC component on
HomoloGene ID matching). Next, we discuss these changes in detail.
We start by implementing changes to the NER and RC components such that
they are trained on the augmented training corpus (recall that this corpus includes
the original gene annotations as well as genes identified by GNormPlus). This results
in fewer mixed signals for NER component while supplying the RC component with
meaningful negative examples. From this, we see a notable improvement in micro-
precision of at least 5 points on exact matching and 6 points on HomoloGene ID
matching at a minor cost of recall in either case (rows 2 and 8 of Table 3.2); due
to the nature of harmonic means and the fact that the performance already skews
toward precision, improvements to micro-F1 are marginal. Next, we change the NER
component by adding an NER post-processor that takes the output of the NER com-
ponent and annotates unmatched gene names using the gene lexicon as a dictionary.
From this we observe minor improvements (rows 3 and 9 of Table 3.2) to both preci-
sion and recall corresponding to an increase of at least 1 micro-F1 that is consistent
for either matching criteria. A suspected bottleneck of our system is that it has an
overly strict gene mapping criterion in that only genes that are annotated in the NCBI
gene database for a particular PMID are allowed. The system is precise, but does
not comprehensively cover all genes at the document level. Hence, we implemented a
final change such that document-level PubTator (GNormPlus) annotations are used
as a secondary recourse when considering the scope of genes to allow for a particular
article. This final change is responsible for the most dramatic improvement (rows 4
and 10 of Table 3.2) to micro-recall at 12 points on exact matching and 14 points on
HomoloGene ID matching. This comes with a cost to micro-precision at 5 points on
exact matching and 6 points on HomoloGene ID matching. We arrive at relatively
balanced precision and recall measures, an observation that is consistent on either
matching criteria, resulting in an increase of at about 6 points on exact matching and
7 points on HomoloGene ID matching with respect to micro-F1.
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Table 3.2: Iterative component-level analysis on the official test set
HomoloGene ID Matching Method Micro-P (%) Micro-R (%) Micro-F (%)
1
7
Our base system [50] 35.115 ± 0.488 25.380 ± 0.551 29.461 ± 0.540
2 + Retrained NER/RC 40.848 ± 0.148 24.211 ± 0.094 30.403 ± 0.112
3 + Improved NER 42.368 ± 0.126 25.210 ± 0.079 31.611 ± 0.090
4 + Improved GN 37.425 ± 0.303 37.221 ± 0.205 37.317 ± 0.194
5 Lexicon-based GN + Our NER/RC 12.149 ± 0.156 13.826 ± 0.132 12.925 ± 0.106
6 GNormPlus-based NER/GN + Our RC 37.069 ± 0.206 35.637 ± 0.176 36.333 ± 0.082
7
3
Our base system [50] 44.335 ± 0.684 31.871 ± 0.708 37.077 ± 0.713
8 + Retrained NER/RC 50.406 ± 0.161 29.991 ± 0.092 37.543 ± 0.113
9 + Improved NER 52.393 ± 0.139 31.186 ± 0.081 39.099 ± 0.094
10 + Improved GN 45.989 ± 0.365 45.863 ± 0.278 45.927 ± 0.251
11 Lexicon-based GN + Our NER/RC 13.592 ± 0.183 15.594 ± 0.141 14.517 ± 0.121
12 GNormPlus-based NER/GN + Our RC 40.067 ± 0.178 38.632 ± 0.231 39.329 ± 0.095
We additionally include results based on other variants of our system for com-
parison. For example, we report performance for a variant in which the NER and
RC component are fixed while replacing the GN component with a method based on
gene lexicon mapping and a fuzzy string matching that allowed genes to be mapped
to gene IDs within a 90% similarity threshold. This corresponds to rows 5 and 11 of
Table 3.2 in which we observe very poor performance. For HomoloGene ID matching,
the result is worse than the baseline reported in Table 3.1. This is expected as article
context is not used to infer the correct gene ID from many possible gene IDs that are
homologous in nature. On the other hand, using GNormPlus with the retrained RC
component results in surprisingly high performance. This is contrary to our initial
experiments on a held-out validation set wherein GNormPlus performs much worse at
a micro-F1 of 26.75% – granted this was prior to system improvements as described in
this study. This could be an indicator that GNormPlus is better at annotating genes
on the test set than the training set. Nevertheless, relying on GNormPlus as the
core NER and GN component would result in 36.33% and 39.33% micro-F1 scores on
exact and homologous matching respectively(rows 6 and 12 of Table 3.2); while these
scores are high, this restricts any further improvement to strictly the RC component
and the pipeline wide improvements achieved by our system are still superior (rows
4 and 10 of Table 3.2).
To gain further insight on the inner workings of the final system, we provide a
visualization of intermediate decisions made on a concrete example in Figure 3.3. The
target article, identified by PMID 23897824, was manually chosen from the set of test
examples based on its potential for discussion as well as practical considerations (such
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as length). Highlighted in yellow are spans of text initially identified by the NER
system; further corrections to these annotations by consulting the gene lexicon are
highlighted in blue. Gene ID annotations are tagged (in green) for each named entity
span for which the gene normalization component finds a suitable match. The color
red is reserved for spans and genes which were missed entirely by the system. We also
include an example-based evaluation on both matching criteria for the final prediction.
For HomoloGene ID matching, we group genes that are homologous accordingly.
One clear observation to be made is that most occurrences of the gene Shank3 are
captured by the supervised NER system. Since Shank3 and its variants do not occur
in the training set, this example demonstrates the ability of the system to generalize
to unseen examples. Occurrences of the same gene without the numeric suffix are not
captured however, which can be an indication that the character-level composition
plays an influential role and that there is bias for word tokens that are a mix of
alphabetic and numeric characters. We can also observe that the NER component
was unable to detect the gene α-fodrin, more commonly known as SPTAN1. This
is due to the system’s lack of support for non-ASCII characters; here, we believe
a simple preprocessing step to convert non-ASCII characters to a more processable
form prior to training and testing will alleviate such issues. The final evaluation
of this example shows that missing such genes can be detrimental to overall recall.
The post-NER correction step introduces its share of false positives including ligand
and novel ; nonetheless, it is responsible for detecting the only mention of the gene
Sharpin, which is a participant of a PPIm relation according to the groundtruth. The
result is a net-gain as the false positives introduced are not normalized by the gene
normalization component at this stage and are therefore ignored for the rest of the
pipeline. Another observation is that Shank/ProSAP individually refer to protein
names but in this context may refer to a group of proteins; the first instance of this
mention is ignored while the NER system detects only ProSAP in the second mention.
In this case, ProSAP appears to be a source of error as it is ultimately mapped to
gene ID 59312, which is Shank3 but of the variety that occurs in the Norwegian rat.
This is in contrast to other instances of Shank3 which are correctly identified as of the
human variety (gene ID 85358). Despite genes 59312 and 85358 being homologous,
incorrectly identifying the precise gene ID predictably results in a false positive when
evaluating on exact matches. This issue disappears when matching on HomoloGene
IDs, as shown in the right panel of Figure 3.3. To bridge the gap between exact
and homologous gene ID matching performance, one option to reduce false positives
is by consolidating the gene ID mappings for subsets of unique gene IDs that are
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homologous; for example, the use of a voting mechanism for deciding the correct
variant for all members of the subset. However, it is necessary to consider the trade-
off since such a system would not perform well on articles without narrow focus on
any particular species of animal.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed an end-to-end deep learning system that consists of
named entity recognition, gene normalization, and relation classification for the BioCre-
ative VI Precision Medicine track’s task on relation extraction. We proposed changes
to our original system entry for the challenge and analyzed the incremental perfor-
mance gains of these changes. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the proposed
system performs competitively for this task by significantly improving upon top re-
sults achieved in the original challenge. We believe this is an important progression
in supporting efforts in precision medicine. A drawback of the system is the lack of
built-in mechanisms for interpretability of decisions, which can be rectified by adding
an attention layer to highlight contextual words or phrases that are central to this new
problem domain. On the other hand, the lack of comprehensive gene annotations also
poses a non-trivial challenge when attempting to build an end-to-end system for this
task. The system as proposed relies heavily on numerous external tools and knowledge
bases to circumvent the lack of comprehensive gene annotations. As human-expert
annotations are expensive and time consuming, this aspect may continue to surface in
future datasets of a similar nature. The next chapters will focus on dealing with this
aspect in a more direct fashion while realizing a true end-to-end deep neural network
that is able to model all components jointly.
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Chapter 4 Graph Convolutions for Extracting Drug Interaction
Information
Preventable adverse events (AE) are negative consequences of medical care resulting
in injury or illness in a way that is generally considered avoidable. According to a
report [62] by the Department of Human and Health Services, based on an analysis of
hospital visits by over a million Medicare beneficiaries, about one in seven hospital
visits were associated with an AE with 44% being considered clearly or likely pre-
ventable. Overall, AEs were responsible for an estimated US $324 million in Medicare
spending for the studied month of October 2008. Preventable AEs thus introduce a
growing concern in the modern healthcare system as they represent a significant frac-
tion of hospital admissions and play a significant role in increased health care costs.
Alarmingly, preventable AEs have been cited as the eighth leading cause of death in
the U.S., with an estimated fatality rate of between 44,000 and 98,000 each year [63].
As drug-drug interactions (DDIs) may lead to to variety of preventable AEs, being
able to extract DDIs from prescription drug labels is an important effort toward effec-
tive dissemination of drug safety information. This includes extracting information
such as adverse drug reactions and drug-drug interactions as indicated by drug labels.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), for example, has recently begun to
transform Structured Product Labeling (SPL) documents into a computer-readable
format, encoded in national standard terminologies, that will be made available to
the the medical community and the public [64]. The initiative to develop a database
of structured drug safety information that can be indexed, searched, and sorted is an
important milestone toward a fully-automated health information exchange system.
To aid in this effort, we propose a supervised deep learning model able to tackle
the problem of drug-drug interaction extraction in an end-to-end fashion. While most
prior efforts assume all drug entities are known ahead of time (more in Section 4.1),
and the drug-drug interaction extraction task reduces to a simpler binary relation
classification task of known drug pairs, we propose a system able to identify drug
mentions in addition to their interactions. Concretely, the system takes as input the
textual content of the label (indicating dosage and drug safety precautions) of a target
drug and, as output, identifies mentions of other drugs that interact with the target
drug. Thus only one of the two interacting drugs is known beforehand (i.e., the “label
drug”), while the other (i.e., the “precipitating drug”, or simply precipitant) is an
unknown that our model is expected to extract. Along with identifying precipitants,
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Figure 4.1: An example illustrating the end-to-end DDI extraction task. We first
(1) identify mentions including precipitants; for each precipitant, we (2) determine
the type of interaction and, based on interaction type, (3) determine the interaction
outcome. In the case of PD interactions, the outcome corresponds to one of the
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we also determine the type of interaction associated with each precipitant; that is,
whether the interaction is designated as being pharmacodynamic (PD) or pharma-
cokinetic (PK). In pharmacology, PD interactions are associated with a consequence
on the organism while PK interactions are associated with changes in how one or
both of the interacting drugs is absorbed, transported, distributed, metabolized, and
excreted when used jointly. Beyond identifying the interaction type, it is also im-
portant to identify the outcome or consequence of an interaction. As defined, PK
consequence can be captured using a small fixed vocabulary, while identifying PD
effects is a much more contrived process. The latter involves additionally identifying
spans of text correspond to a mention of a PD effect and linking each identified PD
precipitants to one or more PD effects. We provide a more formal description of the
task in Section 4.2.1. Figure 4.1 features a simple example of a PD interaction that is
extracted from the drug label for Adenocard, where the precipitant is digitalis and
the effect is “ventricular fibrillation.”
To address this end-to-end variant of DDI extraction, we propose a multi-task
joint-learning architecture wherein various intermediate hidden representations, in-
cluding sequence-based and graph-based contextual representations based on bidirec-
tional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM) networks and graph convolution (GC)
networks respectively, are composed and are then combined in clever ways to pro-
duce predictions for each subtask. GCs over dependency parse trees are useful for
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Table 4.1: Characteristics of various datasets
*DDI2013 *NLM180 TR22 Test Set 1 Test Set 2
Number of Drug Labels 715 180 22 57 66
Total number of sentences 6489 5757 603 8195 4256
Number of sentences per Drug Label (Average) 9 32 27 144 64
Number of words per sentence (Average) 21 23 24 22 23
Proportion of sentences with annotations 70% 27% 51% 23% 23%
Number of mentions per annotated sentence (Average) 2.3 4.0 3.8 3.7 3.6
Proportion of mentions that are Precipitant 100% 57% 53% 56% 55%
Proportion of mentions that are Trigger - 20% 28% 30% 33%
Proportion of mentions that are Effect - 23% 19% 14% 12%
Proportion of interactions that are Pharmacodynamic 14% 47% 49% 33% 28%
Proportion of interactions that are Pharmacokinetic 9% 25% 21% 28% 47%
Proportion of interactions that are Unspecified 77% 28% 30% 39% 25%
* Statistics for NLM180 and DDI2013 were computed on mapped examples (based on our own annotation mapping
scheme) and not based on the original data.
capturing long-distance syntactic dependencies. We innovate on conventional GCs
with a sigmoid gating mechanism derived via additive attention, referred to as Graph
Convolution with Attention-Gating (GCA), which determines whether or not (and to
what extent) information propagates between source and target nodes corresponding
to edges in the dependency tree. The attention component controls information flow
by producing a sigmoid gate (corresponding to a value in [0,1]) for each edge based on
an attention-like mechanism that measures relevance between node pairs. Intuitively,
some dependency edges are more relevant than others; for example, negations or ad-
jectives linked to important nouns via dependency edges may have a large influence
on the overall meaning of a sentence while articles, such as “the”, “a”, and “an”, have
little or no influence comparatively. A standard GC would compose all source nodes
with equal weighting, while the GCA would be more selective by possibly assigning
a higher sigmoid value to negations/adjectives and a lower sigmoid value to articles.
We train and evaluate our model on the Text Analysis Conference (TAC) 2018
dataset for drug-drug interaction extraction from drug labels [64]. The training data
contains 22 drug labels, referred to as TR22, with gold standard annotations. As
training data is scarce, we additionally propose a transfer learning step whereby the
model is first trained on external data for extracting DDIs including the NLM-DDI
CD corpus1 and SemEval-2013 Task 9 dataset [65]; we refer to these as NLM180
and DDI2013 respectively. Two official test sets of 57 and 66 drug labels, referred
1https://lhce-brat.nlm.nih.gov/NLMDDICorpus.htm
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to as Test Set 1 and 2 respectively, with gold standard annotations are used strictly
for evaluation. Table 4.1 contains more information about these datasets and their
characteristics. In this study, we show that the GCA improves over the standard GC
and that our GCA based model with transfer learning by pretraining on external data
improves over our the best model [66] from a prior study2, that is based solely on
BiLSTMs, by 4 absolute F1 points in overall performance. Furthermore, we show that
our GCA based model complements our prior BiLSTM model; that is, by combining
the two via ensembling, we improve over the prior best by 6 absolute F1 points in
overall performance. Among comparable methods, our GCA based method exhibits
state-of-the-art performance on all metrics after controlling for available training data.
4.1 Background and Related Work
Prior studies on DDI extraction have focused primarily on binary relation extraction
where drug entities are known during test time and the learning objective is reduced
to a simpler relation classification (RC) task. In RC, pairs of known drug entities
occurring in the same sentence are assigned a label, from a fixed set of labels, indi-
cating relation type (including the none or null relation). Typically, no preliminary
drug entity recognition or additional consequence prediction step is required. In this
section, we cover prior relation extraction methods for DDI as well as participants of
the initial TAC DDI challenge.
4.1.1 Relation Extraction for DDI
State-of-the-art methods for DDI extraction typically involve some variant of convo-
lutional neural networks (CNNs) or recurrent neural networks (RNNs), or a hybrid
of the two. Many studies utilize the dependency parse structure of an input sentence
to capture long-distance dependencies, which has previously been shown to improve
performance in general relation extraction tasks [31] and those in the biomedical
domain [67, 27]. Liu et al. [68] first proposed the use of standard CNNs for DDI
extraction. Their approach involved convolving over an input sentence with drug
entities bound to generic tokens in conjunction with so called position vectors. Posi-
tion vectors are used to indicate the offset between a word and each drug of the pair
and provide additional spatial features. Improvements were attained, in a follow-up
study, by instead convolving over the shortest dependency path between the candi-
2Tran et al. [66] was published as part of the non-refereed Text Analysis Conference (TAC); this
study is an extension of our original report.
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date drug pair [27]. Zhao et al. [69] introduced an enhanced version of the CNN based
method by deploying word embeddings that were pretrained on syntactic parses, part-
of-speech embeddings, and traditional handcrafted features. Suárez-Paniagua et al.
[70] instead focused on fine-tuning various hyperparameter settings including word
and position vector dimensions and convolution filter sizes for improved performance.
Kavuluru et al. [28] introduced the first neural architecture for DDI extraction based
on hierarchical RNNs, wherein hidden intermediate representations are composed in
a sequential fashion with cyclic connections, with character and word-level input.
Sahu and Anand [71] experimented with various ways of composing the output of a
bidirectional LSTM network including max-pooling and attention pooling. Lim et al.
[72] proposed a recursive neural network architecture using recurrent units called
TreeLSTMs to produce meaningful intermediate representations that are composed
based on the structure of the dependency parse tree of a sentence. Asada et al. [73]
demonstrated that combining representations of a CNN over the input text and graph
convolutions over the molecular structure of the target drug pair (as informed by an
external drug database) can result in improved DDI extraction performance. More
recently, Sun et al. [74] proposed a hybrid RNN/CNN method by convolving over the
contextual representations produced by a preceding recurrent neural network.
4.1.2 TAC 2018 DDI Track
TAC is a series of workshops organized by NIST aimed at encouraging research in
natural language processing (NLP) by providing large test collections along with a
standard evaluation procedure. The “DDI Extraction from Drug Labels” track [64] is
established with the goal of transforming the contents of drug labels into a machine-
processable format with linkage to standard terminologies. Tang et al. [75] placed first
in the challenge using an encoder/decoder architecture to jointly identify precipitants
and their interaction types and a rule-based system to determine interaction outcome.
In addition to the provided training data, they downloaded and manually annotated a
collection of 1148 sentences to be used as external training data. Tran et al. [66] placed
second in the challenge using a BiLSTM for joint entity recognition and interaction
type prediction, followed by a CNN with two separate dense output layers (one of
PK and one for PD) for outcome prediction. Dandala et al. [76] placed third in
the challenge using a BiLSTM (with CRFs) with part-of-speech and dependency
features as input for entity recognition. Next, an Attention-LSTM model was used
to detect relations between recognized entities. The embeddings were pretrained on
a corpus of FDA-released drug labels and used to initialized the model. NLM180
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was used for training with TR22 serving as the development set. Other participants
proposed systems involving similar approaches including BiLSTMs and CNNs as well
as traditional linear and rule-based methods.
4.2 Materials and Methods
We begin by formally describing the end-to-end task in Section 4.2.1. Next, we
describe our approach to framing and modeling the problem (Section 4.2.2), the
proposed network architecture (Section 4.2.3), the data used for transfer learning
(Section 4.2.4), and our model-ensembling approach (Section 4.2.5). Finally, in Sec-
tion 4.2.6, we describe the method for model evaluation.
4.2.1 Task Description
Herein, we describe the end-to-end task of automatically detecting drugs and their in-
teractions, including the outcome of identified interactions, as conveyed in drug labels.
We first define drug label as a collection of sections (e.g., DOSAGE & ADMINISTRATION,
CONTRAINDICATIONS, and WARNINGS) where each section contains one or more sen-
tences. The overall task, in essence, involve fundamental language processing tech-
niques including named entity recognition (NER) and relation extraction (RE). The
first subtask of NER is focused on identifying mentions in the text corresponding
to precipitants, interaction triggers, and interaction effects. Precipitating drugs (or
simply precipitants) are defined as substances, drugs, or a drug class involved in an
interaction. The second subtask of RE is focused on identifying sentence-level inter-
actions; specifically, the goal is to identify the interacting precipitant, the type of the
interaction, and outcome of the interaction. The interaction outcome depends on the
interaction type as follows. Pharmacodynamic (PD) interactions are associated with
a specified effect corresponding to a span within the text that describes the outcome
of the interaction. Figure 4.1 features a simple example of a PD interaction that
is extracted from the drug label for Adenocard, where the precipitant is digitalis
and the effect is “ventricular fibrillation.” Naturally, it is possible for a precipitant
to be involved in multiple PD interactions. Pharmacokinetic (PK) interactions, on
the other hand, are associated with a label from a fixed vocabulary of National Can-
cer Institute (NCI) Thesaurus codes indicating various levels of increase/decrease in
functional measurements. For example, consider the sentence: “There is evidence that
treatment with phenytoin leads to decrease intestinal absorption of furosemide, and
consequently to lower peak serum furosemide concentrations.” Here, phenytoin is
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Table 4.2: Example of the sequence labeling scheme for the sentence in Figure 4.1,
where LABELDRUG is substitute for Adenocard.
O O O O O O O U-DYN
The use of LABELDRUG in patients receiving digitalis
O O O B-TRI L-TRI B-EFF L-EFF O
may be rarely associated with ventricular fibrillation .
involved in a PK interaction with the label drug, furosemide, and the type of PK in-
teraction is indicated by the NCI Thesaurus code C54615 which describes a decrease
in the maximum serum concentration (Cmax) of the label drug. Lastly, unspecified
(UN) interactions are interactions with an outcome that is not explicitly stated in
the text and is typically indicated through cautionary remarks.
4.2.2 Joint Modeling Approach
Since only precipitants are annotated in the ground truth, we model the task of
precipitant recognition and interaction type prediction jointly. We accomplish this by
reducing the problem to a sequence tagging problem via a novel NER tagging scheme.
That is, for each precipitant drug, we additionally encode the associated interaction
type. Hence, there are three possible precipitant tags: DYN, KIN, and UN for
precipitants with pharmacodynamic, pharmacokinetic, and unspecified interactions
respectively. Two more tags, TRI and EFF, are added to further identify mentions
of triggers and effects concurrently. To properly identify boundaries, we employ the
BILOU encoding scheme [77]. In the BILOU scheme, B, I, and L tags are used to
indicate the beginning, inside, and last token of a multi-token entity respectively. The
U tag is used for unit-length entities while the O tag indicates that the token is outside
of an entity span. As a preprocessing step, we identify the label drug in the sentence,
if it is mentioned, and bind it to a generic entity token (e.g., “LABELDRUG”). We
also account for indirect mentions of the label drug, such as the generic version of
a brand-name drug, or cases where the label drug is referred to by its drug class.
To that end, we built a lexicon of drug names mapped to alias using NLM’s Medical
Subject Heading (MeSH) tree as a reference. Table 4.2 shows how the tagging scheme
is applied to a simple example.
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Figure 4.2: Overview of the neural network architecture for a simplified example from the drug label Adenocard. Here, the
ground truth indicates that digitalis is a pharmacodynamic precipitant associated with the effect “ventricular fibrillation.” The























































Once we have identified the precipitant (as well as triggers/effects) and the inter-
action type for each precipitant, we subsequently predict the outcome or consequence
of the interaction (if any). To that end, we consider all entity spans annotated with
KIN tags and assign them a label from a static vocabulary of 20 NCI concept codes
corresponding to PK consequence (i.e., multi-class classification). Likewise, we con-
sider all entity spans annotated with DYN tags and link them to mention spans
annotated with EFF tags; we accomplish this via binary classification of all pairwise
combinations. For entity spans with UN tags, no outcome prediction is needed.
4.2.3 Neural Network Architecture and Training Details
We begin by describing how the three types of intermediate representations are com-
posed. The construction of word, context, and graph-based representations are de-
scribed in the remainder of this section. We note that this section references neural
building blocks originally described in Section 2.3. Next, we describe the predictive
components of the network that share and utilize the intermediate representations.
Afterwards, we describe the sequence-labeling component of the network used to ex-
tract drugs and their interactions. Then, we describe the component for predicting
interaction outcome. An overview of the architecture is shown in Figure 4.2. Lastly,
we describe the model configuration and training process.
Word-level Representation
Suppose the input is a sentence of length n represented by a sequence of word indices
w1, . . . ,wn into the vocabulary VWord. Each word is mapped to a word embedding
vector via embedding matrices EWord ∈ R∣VWord∣×δ such that δ is a hyperparameter
that determines the size of word embeddings. In addition to word embeddings, we
employ character-CNN based representations as commonly observed in recent neural
NER models [55]. Character-based models capture morphological features and help
generalize to out-of-vocabulary words. For the proposed model, such representations
are composed by convolving over character embeddings of size π using a window
of size 3, producing η feature maps; the feature maps are then max-pooled to pro-
duce η-length feature representations. Correspondingly, we denote EChar ∈ R∣VChar∣×π
as the embedding matrix given the character vocabulary VChar; the character-level
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where ci,j for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,1 ≤ j ≤ n̂, represents the jth character index of the ith word. The
word-level representation Rword ∈ Rn×(δ+η) is a concatenation of character-based word

























We compose context-based representation by simply processing the word-level repre-
sentation with a BiLSTM layer as is common practice; concretely, RContext = fρBLSTM(R
Word)
where ρ is a hyperparameter that determines the size of the context embeddings.
Graph-based Representation
In addition to the sequential nature of LSTMs, we propose an alternative and com-
plementary graph-based approach for representing context using graph convolution
(GC) networks. Typically composed on dependency parse trees, graph-based repre-
sentations are useful for relation extraction as they capture long-distance relation-
ships among words of a sentence as informed by the sentence’s syntactic depen-
dency structure. While graph convolutions are typically applied repeatedly, our ini-
tial cross-validation results indicate that single-layered GCs are sufficient and deep
GCs typically resulted in performance degradation; moreover, Zhang et al. [31] re-
port good performance with similarly shallow GC layers. Hence the following for-
mulation describes a single-layered GC network, with an additional attention-based
sigmoid gating mechanism, which we holistically refer to as a Graph Convolution with
Attention-Gating (GCA) network. As mentioned in the beginning of Chapter 4, the
GCA improves on conventional GCs with a sigmoid-gating mechanism derived via an
alignment score function associated with additive attention [13]. The sigmoid “gate”
determines whether or not (and to what extent) information is propagated based on
a learned alignment function that conceives a “relevance” score between a source and
target node (more later).
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As a pre-processing step, we use a dependency parsing tool to generate the pro-
jective dependency tree for the input sentence. We represent the dependency tree as
an n × n adjacency matrix A where Ai,j = Aj,i = 1 if there is a dependency relation
between words at positions i and j. This matrix controls the flow of information
between pairs of words corresponding to connected nodes in the dependency tree (ig-
noring dependency type); however, it is also important for the existing information of
each node to carry over on each application of the GC. Hence, as with prior work [31],
we use the modified version Ã = A+ I where I is the identity matrix to allow for self-











where WGraph ∈ Rβ×ρ,bGraph ∈ Rβ are network parameters, tanh(⋅) is the hyperbolic
tangent activation function, and β is a hyperparameter that determines the hidden
GC layer size. Thus, information propagated from source nodes j = 1, . . . , n to target
node i, based on the summation of intermediate representations, are unweighted and
share equal importance.
As stated previously, we propose to extend the standard GC by adding an attention-
based sigmoid gating mechanism to control the flow of information via the gating
matrix G ∈ Rn×n. We define G such that
Gi,j = σ(v ⋅ a
i,j) for i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n,
where v ∈ Rα is a network parameter and ai,j ∈ Rα is the hidden attention layer
composed as a function of the context representation at source node i and target
node j; concretely,





where W Source,WTarget ∈ Rα×ρ and bAttn ∈ Rα are network parameters and α is a
hyperparameter that determines hidden attention layer size. Intuitively, the network
learns the relevance of node i to node j via the attention ai,j and outputs a between 0
and 1 at gate Gi,j. Gate Gi,j controls the flow of information from node i to j, where
0 indicates no information is passed and 1 indicates that all information is passed.
To integrate the gating mechanism, we simply redefine Ã = (A + I) ×G. In the next




The sequence labeling (SL) task for detecting precipitant drugs and their interaction
type is handled by a bidirectional LSTM trained on a combination of the two types
of losses: conditional random fields (CRF) and softmax cross entropy (SCE). Us-
ing CRFs results in choosing a globally optimal assignment of tags to the sequence,
whereas a standard softmax at the output of each step may result in less globally
consistent assignments (e.g., an L tag following an O tag) but better local or partial
assignments. We begin by introducing a bidirectional LSTM layer that processes the


























where γ is a hyperparameter that determines the hidden layer size. While RGraph
is based on RContext and RContext is based on RWord, we observed that combining
these intermediate representations (manifesting at varying depth in the architecture)
resulted in improved sequence-labeling performance according to preliminary exper-
iments and prior results from Tran et al. [66]. As with residual networks [78], they
additionally provide a kind of shortcut or “skip-connection” over intermediate layers.
Given a set of ntag possible tags, we compose an n × ntag score matrix Y (where




where WOut ∈ Rntag×γ,bOut ∈ Rntag are network parameters. Given example x and the
truth tag assignment as a matrix Ȳ where rows are one-hot vectors over all possible
tags, the SCE loss is













where Ȳi,t ∈ {0,1} indicates whether the tag t is assigned at position i and θ is the
set of all network parameters. Next, we define the CRF loss as commonly used
with LSTM based models for entity recognition. We learn a transition score matrix
M ∈ Rntag×ntag , inferred from the training data, such that Mi,j is the transition score
from tag i to tag j. Given an example x as a sequence of word indices w1, . . . ,wn and
candidate tag sequence ȳ as a sequence of tag indices s1, . . . , sn, the tag assignment
score (t-score) is defined as






where θ̂ = θ ∪ {M}. Intuitively, this score summarizes the likelihood of observing a
transition from tag si−1 to tag si in addition to the likelihood of emitting tag si given
the semantic context for i = 1, . . . , n. Thus Y is treated as a matrix of emission scores
for the CRF. For an example with input x and truth tag assignment ȳ, the loss is
computed as the negative log-likelihood of the tag assignment as informed by the
normalized tag assignment score, or
`CRF(x, Ã, ȳ; θ̂) = − log
exp(t-score(x, Ã, ȳ; θ̂))
∑y∈S exp(t-score(x, Ã, y; θ̂))
where S is the set of all possible tag assignments. The final per-example loss for
sequence labeling is simply a summation of the two losses: `SL = `SCE + `CRF. During
testing, we use the Viterbi algorithm [79], a dynamic programming approach, to
decode and identify the globally optimal tag assignment.
Consequence prediction
Once precipitants (and corresponding interaction types) have been identified, we
perform so called consequence prediction (CP) for all precipitant drugs identified as
participating in PD or PK interactions. The classification task of CP takes as input
the target sentence and two candidate entities that are referred to as the subject and
object entities. Here the subject is always a precipitating drug; on the other hand, the
object designation depends on the type of interaction (more later). First, we define






















We process the matrix via convolutions of windows sizes 3, 4, and 5 and concatenate
the results to produce the final feature vector gCP. In addition to CNN features, we
map entities to their graph based context features and append it to gCP, which has
been previously shown to work well in a similar architecture [5]. Concretely, the final
feature vector is
gCP = f 3,µCNN(R
CP) ∥ f 4,µCNN(R
CP) ∥ f 5,µCNN(R
CP) ∥ RCP[tSub] ∥ R
CP[tObj]
with gCP ∈ R3µ+2(ρ+β) where µ, as a hyperparameter, is the number of CNN filters per
convolution and tSub and tObj are the position index of the last word (typically the
“head” word) of the subject and object respectively.
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The actual entities determined to be the subject/object pair are based on the
interaction type; for PD interactions, the subject is the precipitant drug and the
object is some candidate effect mention. For PK interactions, however, the subject is
the precipitant drug but the object is chosen to be the closest (based on character-
offset) mention of the drug label with respect to the target precipitant drug. We
found this appropriate based on manual review of the data, as the NCI code being
assigned depends highly on whether the increase/decrease in functional measurements
is with respect to the label drug or the precipitant drug. In case the label drug is not
mentioned, a generic “null” vector is used to represent the object.
When performing sequence labeling, we pass in the entire dependency tree encoded
as the matrix Ã. However, when performing consequence prediction and both entities
are non-null, we pass in a pruned version of the entire tree that is tailored to the entity
pair. We apply the same pruning strategy proposed by Zhang et al. [31], wherein
for a pair of subject and object entities (corresponding to tSub and tObj), we keep
only nodes either along or within one hop of the shortest dependency path. This
prevents distant and irrelevant portions of the dependency tree from influencing the
model while retaining important modifying and negating terms. Thus the notation
ÃSub↔Obj is used to denote the pruned version of Ã as a function of the entity pair
indicated by tSub and tObj.
To determine whether there is a PD interaction between a pair of entities, we
employ a standard binary classification output layer. Concretely, for example sentence
x̂ and output y ∈ {0,1}, the probability of a PD interaction between the entity pair
is q = sigmoid(wPD ⋅ gCP + bPD) where wPD ∈ R3µ+2(ρ+β) and bPD ∈ R are network
parameters. The associated binary cross entropy loss is
`PD(x, ÃSub↔Obj, ŷ; θ) = ŷ log q + (1 − ŷ) log(1 − q)
where ŷ ∈ {0,1} indicates the ground truth. For PK interactions, we instead use a
softmax function to produce a probability distribution, represented as vector q ∈ R20,
over the 20 labels corresponding to NCI Thesaurus codes. Concretely, the predicted




k ) where y
PK = WPKgCP + bPK
and WPK ∈ R20×[3µ+2(ρ+β)] and bPK ∈ R20 are network parameters. Given a one-hot
vector ȳ ∈ R20 indicating the ground truth, the associated softmax cross entropy loss
is





The loss for a batch of examples is simply the sum of its constituent example-based
losses.
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Table 4.3: Model configuration obtained through random search over 11-fold cross-




Character Embedding Size (π) 25
Character Representation Size (η) 50
Word Embedding Size (δ) 200
Setting Value
Context Embedding Size (ρ) 100
GC Hidden Size (β) 100
GC Attention Size (α) 25
Sequence LSTM Hidden Size (γ) 200
Outcome CNN Filter Count (µ) 50
Neural Network Configuration and Training Details
For each training iteration, we randomly sample 10 sentences from the training data.
These are re-composed into three sets of task-specific examples S, D, and K corre-
sponding to the tasks of sequence labeling, PD prediction, and PK prediction respec-
tively. Unlike our prior work, in which the sub-tasks were trained in an interleaved
fashion, we train on all three objectives jointly. Here, we dynamically switch between
one of four training objective losses based on whether there are available training


























We train the network for a maximum of 10,000 iterations, check-pointing and
evaluating every 100 iterations on a validation set of sentences from four held-out
drug labels. Only the checkpoint that performed best on the validation set is kept for
test time evaluation. The choice of hyperparameters is shown in Table 4.3; discrete
numbered parameters corresponding to embedding or hidden size were chosen from
{10, 25, 50, 100, 200, 400} based on random search and optimized by assessing 11-
fold cross-validation performance on TR22. The learning and dropout rates are set
to typical default values. We used Word2Vec embeddings pretrained on the corpus
of PubMed abstracts [58]. All other variables are initialized using values drawn
from a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 0.1 and
further tuned during training. Words were tokenized on both spaces and punctuation
marks; punctuation tokens were kept as is common practice for NER type systems.
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For dependency parsing, we use SyntaxNet3 which implements the transition-based
neural model by Andor et al. [80]. We trained the aforementioned parser, using default
settings, on the GENIA corpus [81] and use it to obtain projective dependency parses
for each example.
4.2.4 Transfer Learning with Network Pre-Training
An obstacle in solving this flavor of DDI extraction as a machine learning problem is
the high potential for overfitting given the sparse nature of the output space, which is
further intensified by the scarce availability of high quality training data. As quality
training data is expensive and requires domain expertise, we propose to use a transfer
learning approach where the model is pre-trained on external data as follows. First,
we pre-train on the DDI2013 dataset, which contains strictly binary relation DDI an-
notations and no interaction consequence annotation. Hence, DDI2013 is only used
to train the sequence labeling objective `SL(x). Next, we pre-train on NLM180, a
collection of 180 drug labels annotated in a comparable format to TR22 but follows
a different set of guidelines and lacks comprehensive interaction consequence anno-
tation. Finally, we fine-tune for the target task by training on the official TR22
dataset.
Translating NLM180 and DD2013 to the TAC 2018 format is an imperfect pro-
cess given structural (breadth and depth of annotations) and semantic (guidelines in
addition to annotator experience and vision) differences. For example, differences in
how entity boundaries are annotated, such as whether or not modifier terms should
be kept as part of a named entity, may have a large impact on model performance.
Hence, we expect the translated versions of NLM180 and DDI2013 to be very noisy
as training examples for the target task. We describe the translation process for
DDI2013 in Sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.4. We provide summary statistics about these
datasets in Table 4.1.
NLM180 Mapping Scheme
In NLM180, there is no distinction between triggers and effects; moreover, PK effects
are limited to coarse-grained (binary) labels corresponding to increase or decrease
in function measurements. Hence, a direct mapping from NLM180 to the TR22 an-
notation scheme is impossible. As a compromise, NLM180 “triggers” were mapped
to TR22 triggers in the case of unspecified and PK interactions. For PD interac-
3https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/research/syntaxnet
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tions, we instead mapped NLM180 “triggers” to TR22 effects, which we believe to be
appropriate based on our manual analysis of the data. Since we do not have both
trigger and effect for every PD interaction, we opted to ignore trigger mentions al-
together in the case of PD interactions to avoid introducing mixed signals. While
trigger recognition has no bearing on relation extraction performance, this policy
has the effect of reducing the recall upperbound on NER by about 25% based on
early cross-validation results. To overcome the lack of fine-grained annotations for
PK outcome in NLM180, we deploy the well-known bootstrapping approach [82] to
incrementally annotate NLM180 PK outcomes using TR22 annotations as a starting
point. To mitigate the problem of semantic drift, we re-annotated by hand iterative
predictions that were not consistent with the original NLM180 coarse annotations
(i.e., active learning [83]).
DDI2013 Mapping Scheme
The DDI2013 dataset contains annotations that are incomplete with respect to the
target task; specifically, annotations are limited to typed binary relations between any
two drug mentioned drugs in the sentence (and not necessary between a mentioned
drug and the label drug) without outcome or consequence prediction. In DDI2013,
there are four types of interactions: mechanism, effect, advice and int. The mech-
anism type indicates that a PK mechanism is being discussed; effect indicates that
the consequence of a PD interaction is being discussed; advice indicates suggestions
regarding the handling of the drugs; and int is an interaction without any specific
additional information. We translate the annotation by first applying a filtering step
on all interactions such that it conforms to the target task; namely, we filter such that
only interactions involving the label drug is kept. The non-label drug entity is then
annotated as a precipitant with an interaction tag based on the following mapping
scheme. Entities involved in a mechanism relation with the drug label are treated
as KIN precipitants; likewise, entities in effect and advice relations are treated as
DYN precipitants and int relations are treated as UNK precipitants. As there is no
consequence annotation, the mapped examples are used to train the sequence labeling
objective but not the other objective.
4.2.5 Voting-based Ensembling
Our prior effort [66] showed that model ensembling resulted in optimal performance
for this task. Hence, model ensembling remains a key component of the proposed
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model. Our ensembling method is based on ensembling over ten models each trained
with randomly initialized weights and a random development split. Intuitively, mod-
els collectively “vote” on predicted annotations that are kept and annotations that
are discarded. A unique annotation (entity or relation) has one vote for each time
it appears in one of the ten model prediction sets. In terms of implementation,
unique annotations are incrementally added (to the final prediction set) in order of
descending vote count; subsequent annotations that conflict (i.e., overlap based on
character offsets) with existing annotations are discarded. Hence, we loosely refer to
this approach as “voting-based” ensembling.
4.2.6 Model Evaluation
We used the official evaluation metrics for NER and relation extraction based on the
standard precision, recall, and F1 micro-averaged over exactly matched entity/relation
annotations. We use the strictest matching criteria corresponding to the official “pri-
mary” metric (of the TAC DDI task), as opposed to the “relaxed” metric that ignores
mention and interaction type. Concretely, the matching criteria for entity recogni-
tion considers entity bounds as well as the type of the entity. The matching criteria
for relation extraction comprehensively considers precipitant drugs and, for each,
the corresponding interaction type and interaction outcome. As relation extraction
evaluation takes into account the bounds of constituent entity predictions, relation
extraction performance is heavily reliant on entity recognition performance. On the
other hand, we note that while NER evaluation considers trigger mentions, triggers
are ignored when evaluating relation extraction performance. Two test sets of 57
and 66 drug labels, referred to as Test Set 1 and 2 respectively, with gold standard
annotations are used for evaluation.
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Table 4.4: Main results based on 95% confidence interval around mean precision, recall, and F1 based on evaluating N=100
ensembles for each model.
Test 1 / Entity Test 1 / Relation Test 2 / Entity Test 2 / Relation Overall
Method Training Data P R F (%) P R F (%) P R F (%) P R F (%) P R F (%)
BL TR22 23.82 42.04 30.39 14.74 18.38 16.35 26.15 39.69 31.51 12.48 15.43 13.79 19.30 ± 0.12 28.88 ± 0.12 23.01 ± 0.06
GCA TR22 32.87 32.35 32.59 22.70 13.95 17.27 38.82 31.31 34.65 19.26 11.63 14.49 28.41 ± 0.09 22.31 ± 0.16 24.75 ± 0.11
BL(1) TR22 + NLM180 27.05 39.87 32.22 19.94 22.20 21.00 32.49 41.92 36.60 21.82 23.93 22.82 25.32 ± 0.09 31.98 ± 0.11 28.16 ± 0.06
GCA TR22 + NLM180 38.30 31.20 34.38 27.97 15.14 19.63 44.13 31.18 36.53 31.79 15.76 21.06 35.55 ± 0.18 23.32 ± 0.20 27.90 ± 0.17
BL TR22 + NLM180 + DDI2013 29.27 41.93 34.47 22.93 25.42 24.11 38.73 43.79 41.10 27.11 27.32 27.21 29.51 ± 0.10 34.61 ± 0.10 31.72 ± 0.06
GCA TR22 + NLM180 + DDI2013 41.58 38.24 39.83 31.84 20.49 24.93 47.54 36.12 41.04 32.07 17.81 22.90 38.26 ± 0.16 28.17 ± 0.12 32.18 ± 0.12
GC(2) TR22 + NLM180 + DDI2013 38.85 36.30 37.52 29.82 18.59 22.88 43.74 34.88 38.80 31.14 16.40 21.48 35.89 ± 0.20 26.54 ± 0.20 30.17 ± 0.19
GCA + BL(3) TR22 + NLM180 + DDI2013 35.22 44.23 39.20 27.58 24.77 26.09 45.50 45.10 45.30 31.69 24.89 27.87 35.00 ± 0.15 34.75 ± 0.13 34.61 ± 0.10
(1) Our original challenge submission using a BiLSTM-based approach and trained on only TR22 and NLM180.
(2) For reference, we include an evaluation of the standard GC without attention-gating.
(3) Our current best is a combination of GCA and BL by ensembling.
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Next, we discuss the differences between these test sets. As shown in Table 4.1,
Test Set 1 closely resembles TR22 with respect to the sections that are annotated.
However, Test Set 1 is more sparse in the sense that there are more sentences per
drug label (144 vs. 27), with a smaller proportion of those sentences having gold
annotations (23% vs. 51%). Test Set 2 is unique in that it contains annotations from
only two sections, namely DRUG INTERACTIONS and CLINICAL PHARMACOL-
OGY, the latter of which is not represented in TR22 (nor Test Set 1). Lastly, TR22,
Test Set 1, and Test Set 2 all vary with respect to the distribution of interaction
types, with TR22, Test Set 1, and Test Set 2 containing a higher proportion of PD,
UN, and PK interactions respectively. Overall model performance is assessed using
a single metric defined as the average of entity recognition and relation extraction
performance across both test sets.
Table 4.5: Comparison of our method with comparable (based on training data)
methods of teams in the top 5 trained on solely TR22 + NLM180.
Test 1 / Entity Test 1 / Relation Test 2 / Entity Test 2 / Relation
Method P R F (%) P R F (%) P R F (%) P R F (%)
Dandala et al. [76] 41.94 23.19 29.87 25.24 16.10 19.66 44.61 29.31 35.38 22.99 16.83 19.43
Tran et al. [66] 29.50 37.45 33.00 22.08 21.13 21.59 36.68 40.02 38.28 22.53 21.13 23.55
BL + GCA (Ours) 32.89 41.06 36.51 24.66 21.35 22.87 40.57 42.44 41.47 28.15 22.42 24.95
4.3 Results and Discussion
In order to assess model performance with confidence intervals and draw conclusions
based on statistical significance, we perform a technique called bootstrap ensembling
proposed by Kavuluru et al. [28]. That is, for each neural network (NN), we train
a pool of 30 models each with a different set of randomly initialized weights and
training-development set split. Performance of the NN is evaluated based on com-
puting the 95% confidence interval around the mean F1 of N = 100 ensembles, where
each ensemble is assembled from a set of ten models randomly sampled from the pool.
This approach allows us to better assess average performance which is a nontrivial
task given the high variance nature of models learned with limited training data. Our
method for model ensembling (by “voting”) is described in Section 4.2.5.
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We present the main results of this study in Table 4.4 where we compare our prior
efforts using strictly BiLSTMs (BL) and our current best results with graph convolu-
tions (GCA). BL with TR22 and NLM180 as training data corresponds to our prior
best at 28.16% overall F1, while GCA with TR22, NLM180, and DDI2013 as training
data represents our current best at 32.18% overall F1 based on graph convolutions.
Here, we observe a 4 point gain in overall F1 (statistically significant at 95% confi-
dence level based on non-overlapping confidence intervals), with most gains owing to
a substantial improvement in entity recognition performance. We note that GCA is
more precision focused while BL is more recall focused; moreover, GCA tends to ex-
hibit better performance on Test Set 1, while BL tends to exhibit better performance
on Test Set 2. This hints that the two architectures are highly complementary and
may work well in combination. Indeed, when combined via ensembling, we observe
a major performance gain across almost all measures. Here, for each ensemble, we
sample five models from each pool of models (GCA and BL) for a total of ten models
to ensure that results remain comparable. The resulting hybrid model exhibits the
best performance overall, improving over the prior best by two points and over the
current best by six points in overall F1 at 34.61%. These differences are statistically
significant at the 95% confidence level. Next, we highlight that a main benefit of
the GCA model is that it operates well with very small amounts of training data, as
evident by the almost 2 absolute point improvement over the BiLSTM model when
trained solely on TR22. These gains tend to be less notable when we involve exam-
ples from NLM180 and DDI2013. Lastly, we note that GCA (graph convolution with
attention-gating) performs better than the standard GC (graph convolution without
attention-gating) by two absolute points in overall F1 with improvements that are
consistent across all metrics. We present a comparison of our results with other works
in Table 4.5. We omit results by Tang et al. [75] as they are not directly comparable
to ours given the stark difference in available training data. When training on strictly
TR22 and NLM180 (thus being comparable to most prior work), our model exhibits
state-of-the-art performance across all metrics on either test sets.
We present Figures 4.3 and 4.4 to illustrate error cases to be discussed later in
Section 4.4. In additional to actual and predicted annotations, these figures include
a sigmoid gating activity visualization for edges in the dependency tree. The visual-
ization serves two purposes. First, it confirms the intuition for this particular design
and, second, provides a means to interpret model decisions. That is, we can observe
the importance of each edge in the dependency tree as deemed by the network for
a particular example. In Figure 4.3, for example, we can observe that for the tar-
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Figure 4.3: An example sentence from the drug label for Savella along with the re-




get word “digoxin” (which is a precipitant, the second occurrence in the sentence),
the phrase “use”, “concomitantly”, and “with” show very high activity. Likewise, sig-
nal flow from “hemodynamic” to “effects” is strong, and vice versa. Less important
words such as articles appear to receive less incoming activity overall, even through
self-loops.
4.4 Error Analysis
In this section, we perform error analysis to identify challenging cases typically re-
sulting in erroneous predictions by the model. One major source of difficulty for the
model is boundary detection in cases of multi-word entities. Errors of this type are
especially prominent in case of effect mentions which may manifest as potentially long
noun phrases. Phrases with conjunctions or punctuation marks (or a combination of)
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Figure 4.4: An example sentence from the drug label for Aubagio along with the re-
sulting prediction and ground truth labels. Red arrows indicate interaction outcome,








may also present an obstacle for the model; for example, an effect expressed as “serious
and/or life threatening reaction” may instead be predicted as simply “life threatening
reaction.” Figure 4.3 shows a general case of this error where the model recognizes
“potentiation of adverse hemodynamic effects” as the effect while the ground truth
identifies the effect as simply “adverse hemodynamic effects.” This leads to both a
false positive and a false negative for both the NER and the RE evaluation. We note
that, given the potentially limitless ways an effect may be expressed, any disagree-
ment among annotators (for cases beyond those addressed in annotator guidelines)
during the initial annotation process will lead to inconsistent ground truth data and
thus negatively affect downstream model performance. As an example, consider the
following two sentences that appear in TR22: “Co-administration of SAMSCA with
potent CYP3A inducers ..” and “For patients chronically taking potent inducers
of CYP3A, ..” Here, one sentence is annotated such that potent is included as part
of the precipitant expression, while another is annotated such that this modifier is
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excluded.
Mixed signals and noisy labels in general tend to be an issue especially when there
is limited training data as deep learning models are prone to overfitting. When eval-
uating on purely effect mentions, we obtain a micro-F1 score of 66% (54% Precision,
87% Recall). However, the micro F1 is 87% when ignoring the starting boundary
offset and 86% when ignoring the ending boundary offset during evaluation corre-
sponding to roughly 20 absolute micro-F1 gain in performance. When applying the
same looser evaluation criteria to triggers and precipitants, the gains are only ≈ 6%
and ≈ 5% respectively. Thus there is immense potential for improving entity recog-
nition of effect mentions if we can better handle boundary detection, possibly via
rule-based methods or post-processing adjustments, with the added benefit of im-
proving consequence prediction performance for PD interactions.
Precipitants interacting with the label drug being mentioned multiple times may
also cause issues for the model. As an example, consider the sentence presented in
Figure 4.3. Our model identifies both mentions of the precipitant “Digoxin” as being
involved in an interaction with the drug Savella; however, the ground truth more
specifically recognizes the second mention as the sole precipitant. This results in an
additional false positive with respect to both NER and RE evaluation. Lastly, there
are cases where the model will mistake a mention subtly referring to the label drug as a
precipitant. This is a common occurrence in cases where the label drug is not referred
to by name, but by a class of drugs. Typically, identifying a mention as a reference
to the drug label beforehand will disqualify it from being predicted as a precipitant.
While we do use a lexicon of drug names mapped to drug synonyms and drug classes
to identify these indirect mentions, it is not exhaustive for all drugs. For example,
within the label of the drug Lexapro, consider the sentence “Altered anticoagulant
effects, including increased bleeding, have been reported when SSRIs and SNRIs
are coadministered with warfarin.” Here, the model recognized SSRI and SNRI as
precipitants. This is incorrect, however, as Lexapro is an SSRI and these mentions
are more than likely referring to Lexapro. Without this information, the model likely
assumes that it is an implicit case where the label drug is not mentioned and therefore
assume all drug mentions are precipitants. Hence, curating a more exhaustive lexicon
for indirectly mentions of the label drug will improve overall performance.
Lastly, we describe a source of difficulty stemming from incorrectly classifying
interaction types. Figure 4.4 presents an example sentence where our model mistakes
PK for PD interactions and a trigger mention for an effect mention. As PD and PK
interactions tend to frequently co-occur with effect and trigger mentions respectively,
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al PD 788 37 68
PK 57 353 147
UN 170 10 599
predicted annotations tend to be polarized toward one pair (PD with effect) or the
other (PK with trigger). Hence, differentiating between types of interactions for each
recognized precipitant is another interesting class of error. Among all correctly rec-
ognized precipitants (based purely on boundary detection), we analyzed cases where
one type of interaction, among PD, PK, and Unspecified (UN), is mistaken for an-
other via the confusion matrix in Table 4.6. Clearly, many errors are due to cases
where (1) we mistake unspecified precipitants for PD precipitants and (2) we mistake
PK precipitants for unspecified precipitants. We conjecture that making precise im-
plicit connections (not only whether there is evidence in the form of trigger words or
phrases, but whether the evidence concerns the particular precipitant) is highly non-
trivial. Likely, this aspect may be improved by inclusion of more high quality training
data. Confusion between trigger and effect mentions is less concerning; among more
than 1000 cases, there are six cases where we mistake effect for trigger and 20 cases
where we mistake trigger for effect.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed an end-to-end method for extracting drugs and their
interactions from drug labels, including interaction outcome in the case of PK and
PD interactions. The method involved composing various intermediate representa-
tions including sequential and graph based context, where the latter is produced
using a novel attention-gated version of the graph convolution over dependency parse
trees. The so called graph convolution with attention-gating (GCA), along with
transfer learning via serial pre-training using other annotated DDI datasets includ-
ing DDI2013, resulted in an improvement over our original TAC challenge entry by
up to 6 absolute F1 points overall. Among comparable studies (based on training
data composition), our method exhibits state-of-the-art performance across all met-
rics and test sets. Future work will focus on curating more quality training data and
leveraging semi-supervised methods overcome the scarcity in training data.
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Chapter 5 Neural Metric Learning for Fast End-to-End Relation
Extraction
Information extraction (IE) systems are fundamental to the automatic construction
of knowledge bases and ontologies from unstructured text. While important, in and
of themselves, these resulting resources can be harnessed to advance other important
language understanding applications including knowledge discovery and question an-
swering systems. Among IE tasks are named entity recognition (NER) and binary
relation extraction (RE) which involve identifying named entities and relations among
them, respectively, where the latter is typically a set of triplets identifying pairs of
related entities and their relation types.
We present Figure 5.1 as an example of the NER and RE problem given the input
sentence “Mrs. Tsuruyama is from Yatsushiro in Kumamoto Prefecture in southern
Japan.” First, we extract as entities the spans “Mrs. Tsuruyama”, “Yatsushiro”, “Ku-
mamoto Prefecture”, and “Japan” where “Mrs. Tsuruyama” is of type PERSON and
the rest are of type LOCATION. Thus, NER consists of identifying both the bounds
and type of entities mentioned in the sentence. Once entities are identified, the next
step is to extract relation triplets of the form (subject,predicate,object), if any,
based on the context; for example, (Mrs. Tsuruyama, LIVE_IN, Yatsushiro) is
a relation triple that may be extracted from the example sentence as output of an
RE system. Given this, it is clear that E2ERE is a complex problem given the sparse
nature of the output space; for a sentence of n length with k possible relation types,
the output is a variable-length set of relations each drawn from kn2 possible relation
combinations.
NER and RE have been traditionally treated as independent problems to be solved
separately and later combined in an ad-hoc manner as part of a pipeline system. End-
to-end RE (E2ERE) is a relatively new research direction that seeks to model NER
and RE jointly in a unified architecture. As these tasks are closely intertwined, joint
models that simultaneously extract entities and their relations in a single framework
have the capacity to exploit inter-task correlations and dependencies leading to po-
tential performance gains. Moreover, joint approaches, like our method, are better
equipped to handle datasets where entity annotations are non-exhaustive (that is,
only entities involved in a relation are annotated), since standalone NER systems
are not designed to handle incomplete annotations. Recent advancements in deep
learning for E2ERE are broadly divided into two categories: (1). The first category
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Figure 5.1: A simple relation extraction example.










involves applying deep learning to the table structure first introduced by Miwa and
Sasaki [3], including Gupta et al. [84], Pawar et al. [43], and Zhang et al. [85] where
E2ERE is reduced to some variant of the table-filling problem such that the (i, j)-th
cell is assigned a label that represents the relation between tokens at positions i and j
in the sentence. We further describe the table-filling problem in Section 5.2.1. Recent
approaches based on the table structure operate on the idea that cell labels are depen-
dent on features or predictions derived from preceding or adjacent cells; hence, the
table is filled incrementally leading to potential efficiency issues. Also, these meth-
ods typically require an additional expensive decoding step, involving beam search,
to obtain a globally optimal table-wide label assignment. (2). The second category
includes models where NER and RE are modeled jointly with shared components or
parameters without the table structure. Even state-of-the-art methods not utilizing
the table structure rely on conditional random fields (CRFs) as an integral compo-
nent of the NER subsystem where Viterbi algorithm is used to decode the best label
assignment at test time [45, 48].
Our model utilizes the table formulation by embedding features along the third
dimension. We overcome efficiency issues by utilizing a more efficient and effec-
tive approach for deep feature aggregation such that local metric, dependency, and
position based features are simultaneously pooled — in a 3 × 3 cellular window —
over many applications of the 2D convolution. Intuitively, preliminary decisions are
made at earlier layers and corroborated at later layers. Final label assignments for
both NER and RE are made simultaneously via a simple softmax layer. Thus, com-
putationally, our model is expected to improve over earlier efforts without a costly
decoding step. We validate our proposed method on the CoNLL04 dataset [2] and
the ADE dataset [86], which correspond to the general English and the biomedical
domain respectively, and show that our method improves over prior state-of-the-art
in E2ERE. We also show that our approach leads to training and testing times that
are seven to ten times faster, where the latter can be critical for time-sensitive end-
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user applications. Lastly, we perform extensive error analyses and show that our
network is visually interpretable by examining the activity of hidden pooling layers
(corresponding to intermediate decisions). To our knowledge, our study is the first
to perform this type of visual analysis of a deep neural architecture for end-to-end
relation extraction.
5.1 Background and Related Work
Li and Ji [4] proposed one of the first truly joint models wherein entities, including
entity mention bounds, and their relations are predicted. Structured perceptrons [37],
as a learning framework, are used to estimate feature weights while beam search is
used to explore partial solutions to incrementally arrive at the most probable struc-
ture. Miwa and Sasaki [3] proposed the idea of using a table representation which
simplifies the task into a table-filling problem such that NER and relation labels
are assigned to cells of the table; the aim was to predict the most probable label
assignment to the table, out of all possible assignments, using beam search. While
the representation is in table form, beam search is performed sequentially, one cell-
assignment per step. The table-filling problem for E2ERE has since been successfully
transferred to the deep neural network setting [84, 43, 85].
5.2 Methodology
We present our version of the table-filling problem, a novel neural network architec-
ture to fill the table, and details of the training process. Here, Greek letter symbols are
used to distinguish hyper-parameters from variables that are learned during training.
5.2.1 The Table-Filling Problem
Given a sentence of length n, we use an n×n table to represent a set of semantic rela-
tions such that the (i, j)-th cell represents the relationship (or non-relation) between
tokens i and j. In practice, we assign a tag for each cell in the table such that entity
tags are encoded along the diagonal while relation tags are encoded at non-diagonal
cells. For entity recognition, we use the BILOU tagging scheme [77]. In the BILOU
scheme, B, I, and L tags are used to indicate the beginning, inside, and last token of
a multi-token entity respectively. The O tag indicates whether the token outside of
an entity span, and U is used for unit-length entities.
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Figure 5.2: Table representation for the example in Figure 5.1. BILOU-encoded entity
tags are assigned along the diagonal and relation tags are assigned where entity spans



































































In tabular form, entity and relation tags are drawn from a unified list Z serving
as the label space; that is, each cell in the table is assigned exactly one tag from
Z. For simplicity, the O tag is also used to indicate a null relation when occurring
outside of a diagonal. As each entity type requires a BILOU variant, a problem
with nent entity types and nrel relation types has ∣Z ∣ = 4nent + nrel + 1 where the last
term accounts for the O tag. Our conception of the table-filling problem differs from
Miwa and Sasaki [3] in that we utilize the entire table as opposed to only the lower
triangle; this allows us to model directed relations without the need for additional
inverse-relation tags. Moreover, we assign relation tags to cells where entity spans
intersect instead of where head words intersect; thus encoded relations manifest as
rectangular blocks in the proposed table representation. We present a visualization of
our table representation in Figure 5.2. At test time, entities are first extracted, and
relations are subsequently extracted by averaging the output probability estimates of
the blocks where entities intersect. We describe the exact procedure for extracting
relations from these blocks at test-time in Section 5.2.3.
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5.2.2 Our Model: Relation-Metric Network
We propose a novel neural architecture, which we call the relation-metric network,
combining the ideas of metric learning and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for
table filling. The schematic of the network is shown in Figure 5.3, whose components
will be detailed in this section.
Context Embeddings Layer
In addition to word embeddings, we employ character-CNN based representations
as commonly observed in recent neural NER models [55] and E2ERE models [5].
Character-based features can capture morphological features and help generalize to
out-of-vocabulary words. For the proposed model, such representations are composed
by convolving over character embeddings of size π using a window of size 3, producing
η feature maps; the feature maps are then max-pooled to produce η-length feature
representations. As our approach is standard, we refer readers to Chiu and Nichols
[55] for full details. This portion of the network is illustrated in step 1 of Figure 5.3.
Suppose the input is a sentence of length n represented by a sequence of word
indices w1, . . . ,wn into the vocabulary VWord. Each word is mapped to an embedding
vector via embedding matrices EWord ∈ R∣VWord∣×δ such that δ is a hyperparameter
that determines the size of word embeddings. Next, let C
[i]
be the character-based
representation for the ith word. An input sentence is represented by matrix S wherein

















where ∥ is the vector concatenation operator and EWord
[i] is the i
th row of EWord.
Next, we compose context embedding vectors (CVs) as H = fρBLSTM(S) where
fρBLSTM is a BiLSTM composition previously defined in Section 2.3. This concludes
step 2 of Figure 5.3.
Relation-Metric Learning
Our goal is to design a network such that any two CVs can be compared via some
“relatedness” measure; that is, we wish to learn a relatedness measure (as a param-
eterized function) that is able to capture correlative features indicating semantic
relationships. A common approach in metric learning to parameterize a relatedness
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function is to model it in bilinear form. Here, for input vectors x,z ∈ Rm, a similarity
function in bilinear form is formally defined as
sR(x,z) = x
⊺Rz (5.1)
where R ∈ Rm×m is a parameter of the relatedness function, dubbed a relation-metric
embedding matrix, that is learned during the training process.
In machine learning research, Eq. 5.1 is also associated with a type of attention
mechanism commonly referred to as “multiplicative” attention [87]. However, we
apply Eq. 5.1 with the classical goal of learning a variety of metric-based features. Our
aim is to compute sR for all pairs of CVs in the sentence. Concretely, we can compute
a “relational-metric table” G ∈ Rn×n over all pairs of CVs in the sentence such that
Gi,j = hi
⊺Rhj. In fact, we can learn a collection of κ similarity functions corresponding
to κ relation metric tables; for our purposes, this is analogous to learning a diverse
set of convolution filters in the context of CNNs. Thus we have the 3-dimensional
tensor
Gi,j,k = h
i⊺Rkhj, for k = 1, . . . , κ, (5.2)
with G ∈ Rn×n×κ where the first and second dimension correspond to word position
indices while the third dimension embeds metric-based features. This constitutes
step 3 of Figure 5.3. We show how G is consumed by the rest of the network in
Section 5.2.2. However, as a prerequisite, we first describe how dependency parse and
relative position information is prepared in Section 5.2.2 and Section 5.2.2 respectively
and define the 2D convolution in Section 5.2.2.
Dependency Embeddings Table
Let Vdep be the vocabulary of syntactic dependency tags (e.g., nsubj, dobj). For an
input sentence, let T = {(a1, b1, z1), . . . , (ad̂, bd̂, zd̂)} be the set of dependency relations
where zi are mappings to tags in Vdep that express the dependency-based relations
between pairs of words at positions ai, bi ∈ {1, . . . , n}, respectively. We define the
dependency embedding matrix as F dep ∈ R∣Vdep∣×β, where each unique dependency tag






F dept,k if (i, j, t) ∈ T or (j, i, t) ∈ T ,
φk otherwise,
for k = 1, . . . , β, where φ is a trainable embedding vector representing the null depen-
dency relation. As shown in the above equation for Di,j,k, we embed the dependency
parse tree simply as an undirected graph.
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Position Embeddings Table
First proposed by Zeng et al. [88], so called position vectors have been shown to be
effective in neural models for relation classification. Position vectors are designed to
encode the relative offset between a word and the two candidate entities (for RE) as
fixed-length embeddings. We bring this idea to the tabular setting by proposing a
position embeddings table P , which is composed the same way as the dependencies
table; however, instead of dependency tags, we simply encode the distance between
two candidate CVs as discrete labels mapped to fixed-length embeddings (of size γ,
a hyperparameter). It is straightforward to see there will be 2(nmax − 1) + 1 distinct
position offset labels where nmax is the maximum length of a sentence in the training
data. Specifically, given a position vocabulary Vdist, associated position embedding
matrix F dist ∈ R∣Vdist∣×γ, the position embeddings tensor is Pi,j,k = F dist(i−j),k for k =
1, . . . , γ. As an implementation detail, we set Vdist to {−nmax, . . . , nmax} where nmax
is the maximum sentence length over all training examples. Both dependency and
position embedding tensors are concatenated to the metric tensor (Eq. (5.2)) along
the 3rd dimension prior to every convolution operation. Hence they are shown in
steps 4 and 6 of Figure 5.3 for the network with two convolutional layers.
2D Convolution Operation
Unlike the standard 2D convolution typically used in NLP tasks, which takes 2D in-
put, our 2D convolution operates on 3D input commonly seen in computer vision tasks
where colored image data has height, width, and an additional dimension for color
channel. The goal of the 2D convolution is to pool information within a 3×3 window
along the first two dimensions such that metric features and dependency/positional
information of adjacent cells are pooled locally over several layers. However, it is
necessary to perform a padded convolution to ensure that dimensions correspond-
ing to word positions are not altered by the convolution. We denote this padding
transformation using the hat accent. That is, for some tensor input X ∈ Rn×n×m, the
padded version is X̂ ∈ R(n+2)×(n+2)×m and the zero-padding exists at the beginning and
at the end of the first and second dimensions. Next, we define the 2D convolution
operation via the ⋆ operator which corresponds to an element-wise product of two
tensors followed by summation over the products; formally, for two input tensors A
and B, A ⋆B = ∑i∑j∑kAi,j,kBi,j,k.
Now our 2D convolution step is a tensor map fv(X) ∶ Rn×n×u → Rn×n×v with v
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filters of size 3 × 3 × u, defined as
fv(X)i,j,k =W
k ⋆ X̂[i∶i+2][j∶j+2][1∶u] + bk (5.3)
for i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . , v, where W k ∈ R3×3×u for k = 1, . . . , v, and b ∈ Rv
are filter and bias variables respectively, and X̂[i∶i+2][j∶j+2][1∶u] is a 3 × 3 × u window of
X̂ from i to i + 2 along the first dimension, j to j + 2 along the second dimension,
and 1 to u along the final dimension. We show how fv(X) is used to repeatedly pool
contextual information in Section 5.2.2. Instead of a 3 × 3 window, the convolution
operation can be over any t × t window for some odd t ≥ 3 where large t values lead
to larger parameter spaces and multiplication operations. The 2D convolution is
illustrated in Figure 5.4 and manifests in steps 5 and 7 of Figure 5.3.
Pooling Mechanism
Central to our architecture is the iterative pooling mechanism designed so that prelim-
inary decisions are made in early iterations and further corroborated in subsequent it-
erations. It also facilitates the propagation of local metric and dependency/positional
features to neighboring cells. Let Z be the set of tags for the target task. We denote
hyper-parameters κ and λ as the number of channels and the number of CNN layers
respectively, where κ is same hyperparameter previously defined to represent the size
of metric-based features. The pooling layers are defined recursively with base case
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relu(fκ(Li−1 ∥ D ∥ P )) 1 < i < λ,
f∣Z ∣(Li−1 ∥ D ∥ P ) i = λ,
where f is the convolution function from Eq. (5.3), G is the tensor from Eq. (5.2),
and ∥ is the tensor concatenation operator along the third dimension, and relu(x) =
max(0, x) is the linear rectifier activation function. Here, κ and λ determine the
breadth and depth of the architecture. A higher λ corresponds to a larger receptive
field when making final predictions. For example at λ = 2, the decision at some cell is
informed by its immediate neighbors with a receptive field of 3×3. However, at λ = 3,
decisions are informed by all adjacent neighbors in a 5×5 window. The last layer, Lλ,
is the output layer immediately prior to application of the softmax function. Given
the architecture in Figure 5.3 with two convolutional layers, the convolve-and-pool
operation is applied twice, indicated as steps 5 and 7 in the figure.
Softmax Output Layer
Given Lλ, we apply the softmax function along the third dimension to obtain a
categorical distribution tensor Q ∈ Rn×n×∣Z ∣over output tags Z for each word position




i,j,l)), where Qi,j,k is the probability
estimate of the pair of words at position i and j being assigned the kth tag. This
constitutes the final step 8 of the network (Figure 5.3). Suppose Y ∈ Rn×n×∣Z ∣
represents the corresponding one-hot encoded ground truth along the third dimension
such that Yi,j,k ∈ {0,1}. Then the example-based loss ` is obtained by summing the
categorical cross-entropy loss over each cell in the table, normalized by the number
of words in the sentence; that is,













where θ is the network parameter set. During training, the loss ` is computed per
example and averaged along the mini-batch dimension.
5.2.3 Decoding the Output
While we learn concrete tags during training, the process for extracting predictions
is slightly more nuanced. Entity spans are straightforwardly extracted by decoding
BILOU tags along the diagonal. However, RE is based on “ensembling” the cellular
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outputs of the table where entity spans intersect. For entities a and b represented
by their starting and ending offsets, (aS, aE) and (bS, bE), the relation between them





Qi,j,k, which indexes a tag in the
label space Z.
5.3 Experimental Setup
In this section, we describe the established evaluation method, the datasets used
for training and testing, and the configuration of our model. We note that the
computing hardware is controlled across experiments given we report training and
testing run times. Specifically, we used the Amazon AWS EC2 p2.xlarge instance
which supports the NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU with 12 GB memory.
5.3.1 Evaluation Metrics
We use the well-known F1 measure (along with precision and recall) to evaluate
NER and RE subtasks as in prior work. For NER, a predicted entity is treated as
a true positive if it is exactly matched to an entity in the groundtruth based on
both character offsets and entity type. For RE, a predicted relation is treated as
a true positive if it is exactly matched to a relation in the ground truth based on
subject/object entities and relation type. As relation extraction performance directly
subsumes NER performance, we focus purely on relation extraction performance as
the primary evaluation metric of this study.
5.3.2 Datasets
CoNLL04 We use the dataset originally released by Roth and Yih [2] with 1441
examples consisting of news articles from outlets such as WSJ and AP. The dataset
has four entity types including Person, Location, Organization, and Other and five
relation types including Live_In, Located_In, OrgBased_In, Work_For, and Kill.
We report results based on training/testing on the same train-test split as established
by Gupta et al. [84], Adel and Schütze [89], Bekoulis et al. [45, 48], which consists of
910 training, 243 development, and 288 testing instances.
ADE We also validate our method on the Adverse Drug Events (ADE) dataset
from Gurulingappa et al. [86] for extracting drug-related adverse effects from medical
text. Here, the only entity types are Drug and Disease and the relation extraction
task is strictly binary (i.e., Yes/No w.r.t the ADE relation). The examples come
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from 1644 PubMed abstracts and are divided in two partitions: the first partition of
6821 sentences contain at least one drug/disease pair while the second partition of
16695 sentences contain no drug/disease pairs. As with prior work [90, 5, 45, 48], we
only use examples from the first partition from which 120 relations with nested entity
annotations (such as “lithium intoxication” where lithium and lithium intoxication are
the drug/disease pair) are removed. Since sentences are duplicated for each pair of
drug/disease mention in the original dataset, when collapsed on unique sentences, the
final dataset used in our experiments constitutes 4271 sentences in total. Given there
are no official train-test splits, we report results based on 10-fold cross-validation,
where results are based on averaging performance across the ten folds, as in prior
work.
5.3.3 Model Configuration






Num. Channels (κ) 15
Num. Layers (λ) 8
Setting Value
Character Embedding Size (π) 25
Character Representation Size (η) 50
Position Embedding Size (γ) 25
Dependency Embedding Size (β) 10
Word Embedding Size (δ) 200
Context Embedding Size (ρ) 200
We tuned our model on the CoNLL04 development set; the corresponding configu-
ration of our model (including hyperparameter values) used in our main experiments
is shown in Table 5.1. For the ADE dataset, we used Word2Vec embeddings pre-
trained on the corpus of PubMed abstracts [58]. For the CoNLL04 dataset, we used
GloVe embeddings pretrained on Wikipedia and Gigaword [91]. All other variables
are initialized using values drawn from a normal distribution with a mean of 0 and
standard deviation of 0.1 and further tuned during training. Words were tokenized on
both spaces and punctuations; punctuation tokens were kept as is common practice
for NER systems. For part-of-speech and dependency parsing, we use the well-known
tool spaCy1. For both datasets, we used projective dependency parses produced from
the default pretrained English models. We found that using models pretrained on




Early experiments showed that applying exponential decay to the learning rate
in conjunction with batch normalization [92] is essential for stable/effective learning
for this particular architecture. We apply exponential decay to the learning rate such
that it is roughly halved every 10 epochs; concretely, rk = rb
k
10 where rb is the base
learning rate and rk is the rate at the kth epoch. We apply dropout [93] on hi for
i = 1, . . . , n as regularization at the earlier layers. However, dropout had a detrimental
impact when applied to later layers. We instead apply batch normalization as a form
of regularization on representations G and Li for i = 1, . . . , λ − 1. We optimize the
objective loss using RMSProp [61] with a relatively high initial learning rate of 0.005
given exponential decay is used.
5.4 Results and Discussion
Table 5.2: Results comparing to other methods on the CoNLL04 dataset. We report
95% confidence intervals around the mean F1 over 30 runs for models in the last two
rows. Our model was tuned on the CoNLL04 development set corresponding to the
configuration from Table 5.1.
Entity Recognition Relation Extraction Avg. Epoch Avg.
Model P (%) R (%) F (%) P (%) R (%) F (%) Train Time Test Time ∗
Table Representation[3] 81.20 80.20 80.70 76.00 50.90 61.00 - -
Multihead [45] 83.75 84.06 83.90 63.75 60.43 62.04 - -
Multihead with AT [48] - - 83.61 - - 61.95 - -
Replicating Multihead with AT [48]† 84.36 85.80 85.07 ± 0.26 65.81 57.59 61.38 ± 0.50 614 sec 34 sec
Relation-Metric (Ours)† 84.46 84.67 84.57 ± 0.29 67.97 58.18 62.68 ± 0.46 101 sec 4.5 sec
† These results are directly comparable given the same train-test splits, pretrained word embeddings, and computing
hardware.
∗ Average test time is per test set of 288 examples; dependency parsing accounts for approximately 0.5 second of our
reported test time.
We report our main results in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 for the CoNLL04 and ADE
datasets respectively. As a baseline, we replicate the prior best models [48] for both
datasets based on publicly available source code2. Unlike prior work, which reports
performance based on a single run, we report the 95% confidence interval around the
mean F1 based on 30 runs with differing seed values for the CoNLL04 dataset. For the
ADE dataset, we instead report the mean performance over 10-fold cross-validation so
that results are comparable to established work. These experiments were performed
2https://github.com/bekou/multihead_joint_entity_relation_extraction
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Table 5.3: Results comparing to other methods on the ADE dataset. We report the
mean performance over 10-fold cross-validation for models in the last two rows. Our
model was tuned on the CoNLL04 development set corresponding to the configuration
from Table 5.1.
Entity Recognition Relation Extraction Avg. Epoch Avg.
Model P (%) R (%) F (%) P (%) R (%) F (%) Train Time Test Time ∗
Neural Joint Model [90] 79.50 79.60 79.50 64.00 62.90 63.40 - -
Neural Joint Model [5] 82.70 86.70 84.60 67.50 75.80 71.40 - -
Multihead [45] 84.72 88.16 86.40 72.10 77.24 74.58 - -
Multihead with AT [48] - - 86.73 - - 75.52 - -
Replicating Multihead with AT [48]† 85.76 88.17 86.95 74.43 78.45 76.36 1567 sec 40 sec
Relation-Metric (Ours)† 86.16 88.08 87.11 77.36 77.25 77.29 134 sec 4.5 sec
† These results are directly comparable given the same fixed 10-fold splits, pretrained word embeddings, and
computing hardware.
∗ Average test time is per test set of 427 examples; dependency parsing accounts for approximately 0.5 second of our
reported test time.
using the same splits, pretrained embeddings, and computing hardware; hence, results
are directly comparable.
We make the following observations based on our results from Table 5.2. Both our
model and the model from Bekoulis et al. [48] tend to skew heavily towards precision.
However, our method improves on both precision and recall, and by over 1% F1 on
relation extraction where improvements are statistically significant (p < 0.05) based on
the two-tailed Student’s t-test. We note that our model performs slightly worse when
evaluated purely on NER. We contend this is a worthwhile trade-off given our model
is tuned purely on relation extraction and the relation extraction metric, being end-
to-end, indirectly accounts for NER performance. Based on Table 5.3, when tested
on the ADE dataset, our method improves over prior best results by approximately
1% F1 for RE on average. While the prior best skews toward recall in this case, our
method exhibits better balance of precision and recall. Based on run time results, we
contend that our method is more computationally efficient given training and testing
times are nearly seven times lower on the CoNLL04 and ten times lower on the
ADE set when compared to prior efforts. We note that dependency parsing accounts
approximately one-half second of our testing time. While training time may not be
crucial in most settings, we argue that fast and efficient predictions are important for
many end-user applications.
As an auxiliary experiment, we tested the potential for integrating adversarial
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training (AT) with our model; however, there were no performance gains even with
extensive tuning. On the CoNLL04 dataset, our method with AT performs at 62.26%
F1, compared to 62.68% without AT. On the ADE dataset, our method performs at
76.83% F1 with AT, compared to 77.29% without AT. Given this, we have elected
not to include AT evaluations as part of our main results.
Comparison with More Prior Efforts Gupta et al. [84], Adel and Schütze [89],
and Zhang et al. [85] also experimented with the CoNLL04 dataset; however, Gupta
et al. [84] evaluate on a more relaxed evaluation metric for matching entity bounds
while Adel and Schütze [89] assume entity bounds are known at test time thus treating
the NER aspect as a simpler entity classification problem. Of the three studies, results
from Zhang et al. [85] are most comparable given they consider entity bounds in their
evaluations; however, their results are based on a random 80%–20% split of the train
and test set. As we use established splits based on prior work, the two results are not
directly comparable.
5.4.1 Ablation Analysis
We report ablation analysis results in Table 5.4 using our best model as the base-
line. We note that the model hyperparameters were tuned on the CoNLL04 devel-
opment set. Character and dependency based features all had a notable impact on
performance for either dataset. On the hand, while position embeddings had a pos-
itive effect on the ADE dataset, performance gains were negligible when testing on
CoNLL04. For the CoNLL04 dataset, we find that character based features had little
effect on precision while improving recall substantially.
Unsurprisingly, pretrained word embeddings had the greatest impact on perfor-
mance in terms of both precision and recall. Early experiments showed that, unlike
Table 5.4: Ablation studies for relation extraction over the CoNLL04 and ADE
dataset; each row after the first indicates removal of a particular feature/component.
CoNLL04 (Relation) ADE (Relation)
Model P (%) R (%) F (%) P (%) R (%) F (%)
Full model 67.97 58.18 62.68 77.36 77.25 77.29
– Character-based Input 67.30 52.69 59.09 76.73 76.44 76.58
– Dependency Embeddings 66.56 57.69 61.78 75.79 77.16 76.45
– Position Embeddings 68.57 57.34 62.43 75.94 76.62 76.27
– Pretrained Word Embeddings 62.33 46.09 52.96 72.50 71.41 71.91
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Figure 5.5: Mean F1-score (over 10 runs) on CoNLL04 development set with respect
to number of training epochs for various embedding training strategies.














 with Downscaled Gradients
Static Word Embeddings
models from prior work that used static word embeddings [5, 48], our model benefits
from trainable word embeddings as shown in Figure 5.5. Here, trainable word embed-
dings with downscaled gradients refer to reducing the gradient of word embeddings
by a factor of 10 at each training step.
5.4.2 Error Analyses
In this section, we first perform a class based analysis where performance variations
for different classes of examples are examined. Then, a more in-depth error analysis is
performed for interesting example cases. The class based analyses entail partitioning
examples by length, entity distance, and relation type and are covered in Section 5.4.2.
The more in-depth example based analysis is discussed in Section 5.4.2.
Class based analyses
Long sentences are a natural source of difficulty for relation extraction models given
the potential for long-term dependencies. In this section, we perform straightforward
analysis by conducting experiments to assess model performance with respect to
increasing sentence length. For this experiment, we train a single model using 80%
of the dataset with 20% held out for testing. For some sentence length limit k̂, we
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Figure 5.6: Entity and relation extraction performance with respective to change in

































evaluate on a subset of the overall test set that includes only examples with a sentence
length that is less than or equal to k̂.
Results from these experiments are plotted in Figures 5.6 and 5.7, for the CoNLL04
and ADE datasets respectively, such that k̂ is varied along the horizontal x-axis. The
top graph displays performance, while the bottom graph plots the number of examples
with sentence length less than or equal to k̂ that are used for evaluation. As shown,
performances for both NER and RE tend to decline as longer sentences are added
to the evaluation set. Unsurprisingly, relation extraction is more susceptible to long
sentences compared to entity recognition. While there is a decline in both relation
extraction precision and recall, we note that recall drops at a faster rate with respect
to maximum sentence length and this phenomenon is apparent for both datasets.
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Figure 5.7: Entity and relation extraction performance with respect to change in































In addition to length-based analysis, we also conducted experiments to study
the variation in relation extraction performance with respect to the distance between
subject and object entities as shown in Table 5.5. We measure distance by computing
the absolute character offset between the last character of the first occurring entity
and first character of the second occurring entity, which is henceforth simply referred
to as “entity distance.” Our results show that, at least on the CoNLL04 dataset,
notable performance differences occur at the boundary cases; i.e., very short range
relations (0-20 entity distance) tend to be easier and very long range relations (80-
100 entity distance) tend to be harder (mostly due to changes in recall). For the
ADE dataset, performance is similar across all partitions of entity distances. This
is surprising, as sentence length appears to have a more notable impact on relation
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extraction performance than entity distance for this particular architecture.
Table 5.6 shows variance in performance when examined by relation type. Here,
we see that performance depends heavily on the type of relation being extracted; our
model exhibits much higher accuracy on the Kill relation at 80% F1, with Located_In
and Work_For being the most difficult with performance below 60% F1. These
results further corroborate our analysis based on Table 5.5 that entity distance does
not correlate with example difficulty given that the Kill relation, being the easiest
relation to extract, occurs with the highest average entity distance.
Example based analysis
A common source of difficulty that occurs is ambiguity with respect to expression of
the Live_In and Work_In relation types. For example, consider the sentence “After
buying the shawl for $1,600, Darryl Breniser of Blue Ball, said the approximately 2-
by-5 foot shawl was worth the money.” The ground truth relation is (Darryl Breniser,
Live_In, Blue Ball) which indicates that “Blue Ball” is in fact a location. However, it
is difficult to assess whether “Blue Ball” is a location or company based on the context
alone and without broader geographical knowledge (even for humans). Our model
predicted (Darryl Breniser, Work_For, Blue Ball) in this case. We observe a similar
pattern in the following case: “Santa Monica artist Tom Van Sant said Monday after
the 23-foot-tall statue was found crushed and broken in pieces.”; here, we see the same
phenomenon where our model mistakes (Tom Van Sant, Live_In, Santa Monica) for
(Tom Van Sant, Work_For, Santa Monica). Finally, we present the most interesting
example of this type of ambiguity in the sentence: “ ‘Temperatures didn’t get too low,
but the wind chill was bad’, said Bingham County Sheriff’s Lt. Bill Gordon.” Here,
the ground truth indicates that the only relation to be extracted is (Bill Gordon,
Table 5.5: Relation extraction performance partitioned based on “Entity Distance”,
which is defined as the number of characters separating the subject and object entities
(i.e., absolute character offset).
CoNLL04 (Relation) ADE (Relation)
Entity Distance # of Examples P (%) R (%) F (%) # of Examples P (%) R (%) F (%)
0 — 20 207 83.7 43.80 57.51 447 88.50 42.02 56.98
20 — 40 51 59.09 24.07 34.21 265 77.17 35.51 48.64
40 — 60 43 80.00 18.60 30.19 181 78.72 37.00 50.34
60 — 80 22 100.00 25.93 41.18 125 82.35 29.58 43.52
80 — 100 13 100.00 15.38 26.67 91 85.00 34.00 48.57
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Table 5.6: Relation extraction performance on the CoNLL04 dataset partitioned
based on relation type.
CoNLL04 (Relation)
Relation Type # of Examples Avg. Entity Distance P (%) R (%) F (%)
Kill 46 47 81.25 82.98 82.11
Live_In 82 37 71.76 61.00 65.95
Located_In 58 28 80.77 44.68 57.53
Work_For 65 24 60.56 56.58 58.50
OrgBased_In 70 29 91.38 50.48 65.03
Live_In, Bingham County); however, our model extracts (Bill Gordon, Work_For,
Bingham County Sheriff), which is also technically a valid relation. Such cases present
ambiguities that are also difficult for human annotators; here, imbuing the NER
component with external knowledge or learning based on a broader level of context
may alleviate these types of errors.
Inconsistencies in the way entities are annotated can also cause issues when it
comes to demarcating names that are accompanied with honorifics or titles. For
example, some ground truth annotations will include the title, such as “President
Park Chung-hee” or “Sen. Bob Dole”, and other cases will leave out the title, such as
“Kennedy” instead of “President Kennedy.” These truth annotations are inconsistent
and present a source of difficulty for the model during training and testing. For exam-
ple, “Navy spokeswoman Lt. Nettie Johnson was unable to say immediately whether
the aircraft had experienced problems from faulty check and drain valves.” Here, our
model extracted (Lt. Nettie Johnson, Work_For, Navy), while the groundtruth is
(Nettie Johnson, Work_For, Navy) — while both are technically correctly, the ex-
tremely precise nature of the evaluation metric causes this prediction to be considered
a false positive.
We also see such issues with annotation at the relation extraction stage; for exam-
ple, consider the sentence “In 1964, a jury in Dallas found Jack Ruby guilty of mur-
dering Lee Harvey Oswald, the accused assassin of President Kennedy.” Figure 5.8
shows the internal activity of the network as it attempts to extract entities and re-
lations from this particular example. Here, the ground truth annotation includes
(Lee Harvey Oswald, Kills, President Kennedy), which our model fails to recognize;
we instead obtain the prediction (Jack Ruby, Kills, Lee Harvey Oswald) which is a
valid relation missed by the ground truth. In fact, it can be argued that the latter
relation is a stronger manifested of the “Kill” relation based on the linguistic context
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Figure 5.8: Visualization of activity of pooling layers at various depths (Li for i =
1, . . . , λ), as tabular heatmaps, for a network with a depth of λ = 8 given the following
input sentence: “In 1964, a jury in Dallas found Jack Ruby guilty of murdering
Lee Harvey Oswald, the accused assassin of President Kennedy.” Here, we measure
activity by sum-pooling the activations along the channel dimension of each hidden
representation. For the prediction activity, we simply max-pool probabilities along
































































































































































































as evidenced by the trigger phrase “found [..] guilty of murdering”. We note that our
model is able to detect (Lee Harvey Oswald, Kills, President Kennedy) as shown in
the center-bottom heatmap of Figure 5.8; however, signals were not strong enough to
warrant a concrete extraction of the relation.
In the ADE dataset, we mostly observe issues with entity recognition where bound-
aries of noun phrases are not properly recognized. Modifier phrases are sometimes
not predicted as part of the named entity, for example: “protracted neuromuscular
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block” instead extracted as “neuromuscular block”, and “generalized mite infesta-
tion” instead extracted as simply “mite infestation.” The nature of the data results
in especially long named entities that are often entire noun or verb phrases which
can be difficult to delimit. For example, consider the following case: “DISCUS-
SION: Central nervous system (CNS) toxicity has been described with ifosfamide,
with most cases reported in the pediatric population.” Here, instead of extracting
(Central nervous system (CNS) toxicity, ifosfamide) as the relation pair, our model
predicts (Central nervous system, ifosfamide) and (CNS, ifosfamide). Essentially,
long entity phrases are often not recognized in their entirety, and broken down into
segments where each segment is independently involved in a relation. In this partic-
ular case, this error in prediction lead to one false negative and two false positives.
This phenomenon occurs frequently with coordinated noun phrases which present
a nontrivial challenge. For example, “Growth and adrenal suppression in asthmatic
children treated with high-dose fluticasone propionate.” is annotated with “Growth
and adrenal suppression” as a singular entity, while our model falsely recognizes it as
two entities “Growth” and “adrenal suppression.” We see similar outcomes for the sen-
tence: “Generalized maculopapular and papular purpuric eruptions are perhaps the
most common thionamide-induced reactions.” Such cases occur frequently which we
suspect are a major source of hampered precision given the increased number of false
positives for each predictive mistake.
5.5 Conclusion
In this study, we introduced a novel neural architecture that combines the ideas of
metric learning and convolutional neural networks to tackle the highly challenging
problem of end-to-end relation extraction. Our method is able to simultaneously
and efficiently recognize entity boundaries, the type of each entity, and the relation-
ships among them. It achieves this by learning intermediate table representations by
pooling local metric, dependency, and position information via repeated application
of the 2D convolution. For end-to-end relation extraction, this approach improves
over the state-of-the-art across two datasets from different domains with statistically
significant results based on examining average performance of repeated runs. More-
over, the proposed architecture operates at substantially reduced training and testing
times with testing times that are seven to ten times faster, the latter important for
many user-end applications. We also perform extensive error analysis and show that
our network can be visually analyzed by observing the hidden pooling activity lead-
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ing to preliminary or intermediate decisions. Currently, the architecture is designed
for extracting relations involving two entities and occur within sentence bounds; han-
dling n-ary relations and exploring document-level extraction involving cross-sentence
relations will be the focus of future work.
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Chapter 6 End-to-End Extraction of Cross-Sentence N-ary Relations
Most studies on relation extraction are focused on intra-sentence binary relation ex-
traction. However, real-world problems are typically more complex, and may involve
several key challenges not adequately addressed by existing work. One of which is the
end-to-end aspect, which we have discussed and addressed in the previous chapters
of this dissertation. However, other interesting challenges include the extraction of
cross sentence relations and the extraction of N-ary relations. The ability to ex-
tract relations of variable arity across multiple sentences is highly prized in some
specialized domains, including the biomedical domain, and with problems related
to precision medicine. Given genetic variants may impact targeted treatment out-
comes, knowledge about relationships among drugs, genes, and mutations is crucial
for personalizing patient care. Such data, when compiled and distilled, will lead to
better clinical decisions; however, cutting-edge knowledge of this form is still latent
in biomedical literature. Being able to extract cross sentence N-ary relations is
important for the following reasons.
• Cross-sentence relation extraction is important, especially in the biomedical
domain given documents tend to be especially long. Long-range relations that
occur across sentences appear frequently and tend to be difficult to identify
and extract as they are usually expressed in an implicit manner. Based on a
preliminary analysis of the JAX-CKB dataset [94], with gold standard annota-
tions among drug-gene-mutations, limiting efforts to extracting intra-sentence
relations will impair recall by up to 32 absolute percentage points.
• N -ary relation extraction refers to problems where relations may involve a vari-
able number of participating entities, as opposed to binary relation extraction,
where the number of entities is fixed to two. Complex biomedical relationships
exist, for example, wherein a drug is asserted as being effective for treating
a disease arising from a particular genetic mutation in some gene. As an ex-
ample, consider the following sentence: “The FDA-approved RAF inhibitor
vemurafenib and dabrafenib have elicited responses and extended survival of
patients with BRAF V600E melanomas.” Here, the sentence expresses a rela-
tionship wherein the drugs vemurafenib and dabrafenib are used in treatment of
a type of cancer caused by the mutation V600E occurring in the BRAF gene.
Such relationships are complex and cannot be addressed by existing binary ap-
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proaches. Based on our analysis of the JAX-CKB dataset, limiting efforts to
only predicting binary relations, as is typical, may impair recall by up to 18
absolute percentage points.
Designing an architecture able to simultaneously handle cross-sentence relations and
N -ary relations is a nontrivial task given scalability issues. In case of N -ary relations,
the variability of N depends on the nature of the problem being studied. To illustrate
the complexity of the problem, we use set notation to describe the class of arity for
a particular problem; for example, we classify a problem using the set K such that,
as an example, a problem with 2-ary and 3-ary relations has K = {2,3}. Henceforth,
we refer to such specific cases of the N -ary problem as K-ary. Suppose E represents
the set of entities for a hypothetical example. For a problem with K = {2,3}, that is,
{2,3}-ary relations, we must consider up to ∣E ∣2 + ∣E ∣3 candidate selections. Thus, in
general, a problem with K-ary relations must consider up to ∑x∈K ∣E ∣
x comparisons.
The complexity of an K-ary problem is defined by the maximum arity, or max(K),
such that we observe a time complexity of O(∣E ∣max(K)), which is polynomial with
respect to the number of entities and exponential with respect to the maximum arity
of candidate relations. Given the number of entities tend to scale with input length
(naturally, a paragraph will contain more entities than a sentence), longer sentences
tend to exacerbate the number of comparisons needed.
Recent works moving beyond existing standards have typically focused on two of
three aspects; for example, end-to-end and cross-sentence [95, 96] or cross-sentence
and N -ary [97, 98, 99, 100]. To our knowledge, no studies have explored all three
aspects in a single model. In this study, we propose the first end-to-end approach for
extracting inter-sentence N -ary relations. We overcome issues of scale by appropriat-
ing the efficient neural-metric learning architecture introduced in Chapter 5 as a base
for learning lower-arity representations. The representations of lower-arity relations
are used to construct high-arity representations and subsequent high-arity relations.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by validating our method on a
dataset, called JAX-CKB [94], of full-text PubMed documents annotated with gold
standard relations among drugs, genes, and genetic mutations. For this particular
problem, we wish to extract these biomedical entities and the K-ary relations among
them, where K = {2,3}, treating entire paragraphs as units of discourse. Besides
architectural innovations, we highlight the following contributions. We demonstrate
the extent to which cross-sentence N -ary relation extraction improves over baseline
models that are restricted to intra-sentence binary relation extraction. We show that
learning to extract higher-arity relations has a side effect of improving the quality of
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binary relations extracted. Lastly, we introduce several variants of the architecture
with different levels of restrictiveness when considering triple candidates, and show
that ensembling them leads to improved overall results on all accounts.
6.1 Related Work
In this section, we discuss recent related work primarily dealing with cross-sentence
and N-ary relations. For a review of work in end-to-end relation extraction, we refer
readers to Section 2.2.
Cross-sentence relation extraction. Recent studies dealing primarily with cross-
sentence relation extraction typically deal with problems in the biomedical domain
such as chemical-disease [101] and protein-protein [102] interaction extraction from
biomedical literature. For some problem domains, such as those involving chemical-
protein interactions [103], there are few enough cross-sentence relations (< 1%) that
they can be effectively ignored without adversely affecting recall [104]. Otherwise,
cross-sentence relations are typically considered by simply changing the scope of
each unit example from sentence-level to either paragraph-, abstract-, or document-
level [95, 96]. To limit the number of candidates, some approaches involving a filtering
step wherein only candidates within a certain distance — for example, within three
sentences — are considered [96]. Other notable approaches include applying distant
supervision to cross-sentence relation extraction [105, 106, 107], graph LSTMs [97, 98],
or focusing on scalability by use of multi-scale, entity-centric representations [100].
Focusing on chemical-disease relations, Verga et al. [44] proposed a method for simul-
taneously predicting relations between all pairs of mentions; aggregating over mention
pairs allowed for multi-instance learning for extracting document-level relations be-
tween entity pairs.
N-ary relation extraction. N -ary relation extraction has been explored in a vari-
ety of ways including rule-based methods on shortest dependency path [108], pattern
discovery based on domain ontology [109], and linguistic theory involving Frame Se-
mantics [110]. Machine learning based approaches include methods based on distant
supervision [106], LSTMs over graph structures [97, 98], and learning high-arity re-
lations based on lower arity representations [100, 111].
End-to-end, cross-sentence, and N-ary relation extraction. Existing works
that focus on end-to-end and cross sentence relation extraction are mostly limited
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to studies on protein-protein interactions [102]. On this front, Tran and Kavuluru
[95] devised an end-to-end pipeline method for cross-sentence binary relation ex-
traction, considering all protein pairs mentioned within the abstract as potential
interaction candidates. Zhou et al. [96] instead considered only protein pairs men-
tioned within a window of three sentences as potential candidates. The other set
of studies focused primarily on cross sentence and N-ary relation extraction with
deep neural network approaches. Approaches in this category included the use of
graph-structured LSTMs [97, 98], hybrid LSTM-CNN network [99], distant supervi-
sion [106], and multi-scale entity-centric representation learning [100]. To our knowl-
edge, no studies have approached the problem of relation extraction in an end-to-end,
cross-sentence, and N -ary fashion.
6.2 Methodology
Our approach is based on the premise that an N -ary relation can be decomposed and
represented as a set of constituent binary sub-relations. Intuitively, we can analyze
the semantics of a ternary relation between entities a, b, and c, denoted by tuple (a,
b, c), by exploring binary sub-relations between entities represented by pairs (a,b),
(a,b), and (a,c). Inspired by prior work on N -ary relation extraction [100, 111], the
goal is to learn ternary (or N -ary) relations by representing them as a composition
of representations corresponding to constituent binary pairs. Thus, we approach the
problem of end-to-end extraction of binary and ternary relations as follows. To extract
entities and binary relations, we follow the steps as established in Section 5.2.2 of the
previous chapter. To recap, we extract entities by decoding softmax signals along
the diagonal and we extract binary relations by averaging the signals at intersections
of the output. In Section 6.2.1, we describe how the architecture is extended to
accommodate ternary relations unique to the target problem and dataset.
6.2.1 Neural Network Architecture
The neural-metric architecture readily and naturally represents a semantic relation-
ship between pairs of words at positions i and j through the representation gi,j. For
an example, we denote E as the set of all gold entities for a particular example. Con-
cretely, each entity e is represented as a pair of indices indicating the starting and
ending offsets, denoted as eend and estart respectively, such that e = (estart, eend). For a
set of entities, we can derive a list of candidate relations by observing all entity combi-
nations matching a relevant type template (more later). Let R(E) represent the set of
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all candidate 2,3-ary relations between entities in E expressed in x, where R2
(E)
⊂R(E)
represents the set of candidate binary relations and R3
(E)
⊂ R(E) represents the set
of candidate ternary relations. We compute R2
(E)
by including all pairs of entities in
E adhering to one of the following type templates: (Drug,Gene), (Gene,Variant),
and (Drug,Variant). Likewise, we compute R3
(E)
by including all triples of entities
in E adhering to the type template (Drug, Gene, Variant).
The proposed method builds on the neural metric learning architecture discussed
in the previous chapter. We again denote the relation-metric representation first
defined in Equation 5.2 as G ∈ Rn×n×κ representing an n × n sentence wherein the
third dimension embeds metric-based features. We use gi,j to denote the embedding
vector of length κ for position i, j, such that gi,jk = Gi,j,k for k = 1 . . . κ. For a candidate
ternary relation (a, b, c) ∈ R3
(E)
, the probability of there being a relationship between
(a, b, c) is expressed as
p̄ = σ(WDrugGenef(a, b) +WGeneVariantf(b, c) +WDrugVariantf(a, c) + bDGV ) ,
where f(r, s) is a vector representation of the relationship between entities r and s,
defined as
f(r, s) = gr
start,sstart ∥ gr
end,send ,
where ∥ is the vector concatenation operator; WDrugGene, WGeneVariant, WDrugVariant,
and bDGV are network parameters; and σ is the sigmoid function. The binary cross
entropy loss for the candidate triple is computed as
¯̀(ȳ, p̄∣θ) = − (ȳ log(p̄) + (1 − ȳ) log(1 − p̄))
where ȳ ∈ {0,1} is the groundtruth and θ is the set of all parameters.
6.2.2 Ternary Relation Extraction
Let E ′ represent the set of entities predicted for a particular test example. For con-
ciseness, we use R2
(E ′) to denote the set of candidate binary relations and R
2⋆
(E ′) to
denote the set of predicted binary relations such that R2⋆
(E ′) ⊂R
2
(E ′). During extraction
time, we first extract the set of predicted entities E ′ according to procedures in Sec-
tion 5.2.3. Based on those same procedures, we can extract a set of predicted binary
relations R2⋆
(E ′) directly without considering R
2
(E ′). However, R
2⋆
(E ′) can be used as a
filtering mechanism for pre-emptively eliminating unlikely ternary candidates from
R3
(E ′), thus resulting in fewer comparisons and more focused triple predictions. We
propose three natural approaches for filtering:
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• For none, no filtering is applied and we consider all candidates in R3
(E ′).
• For relaxed, we only consider a candidate triple if at least one of its constituent
binary subrelations exist in the set of predicted binary relations. Concretely,
we only consider a triple (a, b, c) ∈R3
(E ′) if
(a, b) ∈R2⋆
(E ′) ∨ (b, c) ∈R
2⋆
(E ′) ∨ (a, c) ∈R
2⋆
(E ′) .
• For strict, we only consider a candidate triple if all of its constituent binary
subrelations exist in the set of predicted binary relations. Concretely, we only
consider a triple (a, b, c) ∈R3
(E ′) if
(a, b) ∈R2⋆
(E ′) ∧ (b, c) ∈R
2⋆
(E ′) ∧ (a, c) ∈R
2⋆
(E ′) .
After applying one of the three aforementioned filtering step on R3
(E ′), we process the
remaining candidates using the neural network model to obtain R3⋆




(E ′) being the final predicted set of {2,3}-ary relations.
6.2.3 Training Procedure
We train the core objective loss `, defined in Equation 5.4 of Section 5.2.2, and
triple prediction objective loss ¯̀, defined in Equation 6.2.1, in an interleaved fashion.
That is, for each training iteration, we train a set of examples (that is, a minibatch)
on the original task entity and binary relation extraction task (corresponding to
loss `). Then, we transform the set of examples in the minibatch to a set of triple
candidate level examples, which are then used to train objective ¯̀. We filter triple
candidates used for training based on the chosen filtering mode; given this, with strict
filtering, there is a strong bias toward predicting as positive any candidate meeting
the initial filter criteria; in this sense, strict-based predictions are effectively based
on constituent binary predictions.
6.2.4 Model Ensembling
Models that are complementary tend to benefit from ensembling. Thus, in addition
to the experiments with the proposed model, we also experiment with a simple ensem-
bling approach based on majority voting. We discuss our motivation for ensembling
later in Section 6.4; herein, we simply describe our approach. For entity recognition,
each unique entity (entity name and entity type) and relation (participating entities
and relation type) is included in the final ensemble prediction set if it is predicted in
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the majority of models of the ensemble. For example, in a 3-model ensemble, if the
unique entity pair (e.g., the drug cisplatin) is predicted in at least two of the three
models, it is included in the final prediction set. Likewise, a unique relation (e.g.,
a drug-gene relation involving the drug cisplatin and the gene metallothionein) indi-
cating participating entities and the relation type is included in the final prediction
set only if it is predicted by at least two of the three models of the ensemble.
6.3 Experimental Setup
In this section, we describe materials relevant to the experiments conducted in this
study, including the dataset used to validate our method, the method for evaluation,
and the configuration of the neural network model.
6.3.1 JAX-CKB Dataset
We train and evaluate our model on data from the JAX Clinical Knowledge-base
(JAX-CKB) [94] consisting of gold standard drug-gene-mutation relations manually-
curated by the Jackson Laboratory (JAX). The final dataset used in our experiments
contains 342 PubMed full-text documents partitioned into 240, 51, and 52 documents
based on a random 70-15-15 split for training, development, and testing respectively.
While we use JAX-CKB annotations, preprocessing and entity-linkage of the input
is based on data made publicly available by Jia et al. [100]. Characteristics of the
dataset are presented in Table 6.1. According to our analysis, each document is,
on average, comprised of about 30 paragraphs and each paragraph is, on average,
comprised of about 6 sentences.
6.3.2 Evaluation Method
As JAX-CKB contains annotations at the document level (i.e., unique genes regardless
of offset) based on normalized entities, we evaluate our method in a similar manner
to reflect the expected real-world use case. That is, we train and extract relations
at the mention-level as is typical of end-to-end elation extraction systems; before
evaluating, we collapse the mention-level relations by normalizing them to unique
drug/gene/mutations and truncating positional information. As normalization is not
a goal of this study, we assume perfect normalization if there is an exact match of
a drug/gene/mutation mention being extracted based on a pre-computed mapping
of mentions to unique names. Mentions extracted but cannot be mapped on exact
matching are not normalized and thus evaluated as false positives for both entity and
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Table 6.1: Characteristics of the JAX-CKB dataset
Training Development Testing
Num. Documents 240 51 52
Num. Paragraphs 7,414 1,545 1,605
Num. Sentences 42,675 9,050 9,547
Num. Entities 89,883 18,151 18,643
↰
Num. Entities (Drug) 24,296 5,165 4,286
↰
Num. Entities (Gene) 55,178 11,037 12,257
↰
Num. Entities (Variant) 10,409 1,949 2,100
Num. Binary Relations 125,788 26,858 16,384
↰
Num. Binary Relations (Drug-Gene) 62,304 14,334 7,103
↰
Num. Binary Relations (Gene-Variant) 41,172 7,449 7,178
↰
Num. Binary Relations (Drug-Variant) 22,312 5,075 2,103
Num. Ternary Relations 162,422 40,972 14,031
relation extraction. We evaluate using the popular F1 metric, where the F1 score
is micro-averaged across class types to account for distributional differences between
classes.
6.3.3 Model Configuration
We used the exact settings as described in Section 5.1 as a starting point given
their success in our prior work and preliminary experiments. We instead focused
on optimize architecture-specific settings, such as number of layers λ and number of
channels κ. Based on a grid search set over {3,6,9,12} for λ and {15,30,45,60} for
κ, evaluating on the development set, we found that λ = 3 and κ = 45 was optimal
for this particular problem. These settings suggest that, in contrast to the previous
study in Chapter 5, a “shallow but wide” architecture is more suitable at least for some
problems. Given the biomedical nature of the data, we used Word2Vec embeddings
pretrained on the corpus of PubMed abstracts. We again used spaCy to produce
projective dependency parses at the sentence level. Since we focus on paragraph-level
examples, we produce paragraph-level dependency graphs by joining the dependency
parses of constituent sentences. We accomplish this by simply connecting the root
node of a sentence to the root node of every other sentence in the same paragraph.
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6.4 Results and Discussion
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Table 6.2: Results on the test set for various models when learning and predicting at the sentence level, and when also evaluating
at the sentence level. The “N -ary Relations” column are results from evaluating on a test set containing both binary and ternary
relations, while the “Only Binary” and “Only Ternary” columns evaluates on binary relations and ternary relations exclusively.
Entities N -ary Relations Only Binary Relations Only Ternary Relations
Model P (%) R (%) F (%) P (%) R (%) F (%) P(%) R (%) F (%) P (%) R (%) F (%)
Binary 93.19 89.35 91.23 48.12 60.95 53.78 48.12 69.18 56.76 - - -
N -ary with no filtering 94.30 88.64 91.39 51.35 61.16 55.83 52.55 62.93 57.27 42.08 48.02 44.85
N -ary with relaxed filtering 94.09 84.68 89.14 47.38 66.87 55.46 48.24 68.80 56.71 40.43 52.54 45.70
N -ary with strict filtering 94.15 87.97 90.96 50.74 59.81 54.90 52.23 62.47 56.89 38.17 40.11 39.12
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We begin by presenting initial results of models evaluating on sentence-level re-
lations from the test set in Table 6.2. Specifically, these are results on the test set
for various models when learning and predicting at the sentence level, and when also
evaluating at the sentence level. Models are thus not penalized for failing to identify
inter-sentence relations. Each row corresponds to a different model or model vari-
ant while each column correspond to a different evaluation criteria as follows. The
“N -ary Relations” column are results from evaluating on a test set containing both
binary and ternary relations, while the “Only Binary” and “Only Ternary” columns
evaluates on binary relations and ternary relations exclusively. As an aside, we note
that entity recognition performance is much higher than results from prior chapters
– this is owed to the fact that entity recognition is simply an easier problem here, in
that the vast majority of entities span a single token.
We note that the precision of entity recognition tends to increase while recall tends
to decrease when moving from binary to N -ary modeling. For relation extraction, the
N -ary model exhibits an improvement over the binary mode by up to two absolute F1
points regardless of filtering mode (53.78% vs. 55.83% F1). In general, all models tend
to exhibit predictions that tend to skew toward higher recall and lower precision. This
is likely an artifact of training on mention-level annotations derived from document-
level annotations.
Among N -ary model variants, we mainly observe varying differences in terms of
precision-recall trade-off. With no filtering, we observe the best balance of precision
and recall, while with “relaxed” filtering, we observe a much greater bias toward re-
call than precision. Interestingly, “strict” filtering has a trade-off that is somewhere
in between the other two filtering variants. Among model variants, N -ary with no
filtering tends to exhibit the best performance on N -ary (55.83% F1) and exclu-
sively binary (57.27% F1) relations specifically. The “relaxed” model exhibits the
best performance on ternary relations (45.70% F1), while the “strict” model exhibits
the worst performance on ternary relations (39.12% F1). We note that this model’s
improvement over the binary version when evaluating on only binary relations (owing
to improved precision) is an unexpected outcome, and may indicate that learning to
additionally identify ternary relations has the side-effect also improving the quality
of binary relations extracted.
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Table 6.3: Our main results on the test set for various models and various levels of discourse when evaluating on both intra-
and inter-sentence relations (at the paragraph level). Results from Table 6.2, in which models learn and predict at the sentence
level, are included after adjusting for inter-sentence relations — by penalizing recall based on missed inter-sentence relations —
so that all displayed results are directly comparable.
Entity Recognition N -ary Relations Only Binary Relations Only Ternary Relations
Model Scope P (%) R (%) F (%) P (%) R (%) F (%) P(%) R (%) F (%) P (%) R (%) F (%)
Binary Sentence 93.19 89.35 91.23 48.14 41.72 44.70 48.14 50.39 49.24 - - -
N -ary with no filtering Sentence 94.30 88.64 91.39 51.38 41.86 46.13 52.58 45.83 48.98 42.08 22.73 29.51
N -ary with relaxed filtering Sentence 94.09 84.68 89.14 47.40 45.72 46.55 48.26 50.06 49.14 40.43 24.87 30.79
N -ary with strict filtering Sentence 94.15 87.97 90.96 50.74 40.94 45.32 52.23 45.50 48.63 38.17 18.98 25.36
N -ary with ensembling⋆ Sentence 89.53 92.01 90.75 45.05 53.40 48.87 45.83 58.06 51.23 39.06 31.02 34.58
Binary Paragraph 90.98 90.84 90.91 42.60 61.59 50.37 42.60 74.39 54.18 - - -
N -ary with no filtering Paragraph 92.41 84.84 88.46 46.32 64.54 53.93 48.32 67.00 56.15 36.96 52.67 43.44
N -ary with relaxed filtering Paragraph 91.43 90.15 90.78 43.31 67.11 52.64 46.31 69.11 55.46 31.48 57.49 40.68
N -ary with strict filtering Paragraph 92.74 90.07 91.39 45.28 66.24 53.79 47.53 69.06 56.31 34.87 52.67 41.96
N -ary with ensembling⋆ Paragraph 93.85 88.96 91.34 47.77 66.10 55.46 50.31 68.50 58.01 36.62 54.55 43.82
⋆ Ensembling refers to an ensemble of three models from each variant: no filtering, relaxed filtering, and strict filtering.
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While Table 6.2 focused on evaluating at the sentence level, we present our
paragraph-level evaluations in Table 6.3. Results from Table 6.2 are included after
adjusting to account for inter-sentence relations — where differences mainly manifest
as penalties to recall — so that all results are directly comparable. As expected, recall
drops up to 20 absolute percentage points (from sixties to forties) when we penalize
the model for not identifying intersentence relations, which account for a significant
portion of overall relations. When we train and test on examples the paragraph-level
examples instead of sentence-level examples, precision tends to suffer (up to five per-
centage points). This is expected as input length presents a well-known source of
difficulty, as previously demonstrated in Section 5.4.2. However, this is counterbal-
anced by a significant boost in recall, of up to 25 absolute percentage points, which
results in an overall improvement to F1 across all models.
Once again, we observe a trend of improved precision on binary relation extrac-
tion performance between binary (lower) and N -ary models (higher), which reinforces
our early intuition that learning higher arity relations impacts binary relation perfor-
mance. At the paragraph level, the model with strict filtering exhibits the best per-
formance across the board with an overall relation extraction F1 score of 53.79%. Our
intuition based on preliminary results is that these variants are highly complementary,
and we expect that ensembling may result in further improved performance. Thus, we
included an additional evaluation based on an ensemble of these three models based
on the method described in Section 6.2.4. As expected, the ensemble outperforms
all other models on relation extraction, at both the sentence and the paragraph level
with an F1 score of 55.46% on relation extraction at the paragraph level. Overall,
results from Table 6.3 indicate that we can improve recall by at least 20 absolute
percentage points (41.72% vs. 64.54%), while maintaining similar levels of precision
(48.14% vs. 46.32%), by additionally accounting for N -ary and, more importantly,
cross-sentence relations.
Type-based analysis. We present type-based evaluations of the model, corre-
sponding to the last row in Table 6.3, for entity recognition in Table 6.4. The model
exhibits extremely high precision and recall, each above 97%, in identifying genetic
mutations. Overall, precision is relatively high (above 90%) across entity type with
differences most notable in terms of recall. Genes are identified with a recall of 90%,
while drugs are identified with an even lower recall of 80%. Thus, genes and drugs are
areas of weakness of entity recognition for this model, and warrant further exploration
in future work.
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Table 6.4: Entity recognition results for the N -ary with ensembling model based on
entity type.
Relation Type P (%) R (%) F (%)
Drug 95.40 80.82 87.51
Gene 92.69 90.28 91.47
Mutation 97.76 97.86 97.81
Overall 93.85 88.96 91.34
Table 6.5: Relation extraction results for the N -ary with ensembling model based on
relation type.
Relation Type P (%) R (%) F (%)
Drug-Gene 50.20 65.48 56.83
Gene-Mutation 54.44 77.98 64.12
Drug-Mutation 42.94 58.38 49.48
Drug-Gene-Mutation 36.62 54.55 43.82
Overall 47.77 66.10 55.46
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Figure 6.1: Error analysis on an example paragraph, with recall-related errors, appearing in the article with PMID 27523909.
The entire input with model-annotated entities appear on the left side, where mentions of the same concept share the same
color. On the top right, we present binary predictions and highlight missed binary relations. On the bottom right, we show
predictions of ternary candidates and the final output evaluated based on ground truth information.
ERK  signaling  has  been  found  deregulated  in  a  large  portion  
of  cancers  ,   most  commonly  by  mutations  in  the  RAS
gene  family  or  in  BRAF  .
The  most  common  BRAF  mutation  (  BRAF  V600E  )  ,   found  
in  about  <digits>  %  of  human  tumors  and  more  than  
<digits>  %  of  melanomas  ,  results  in  ERK  signaling  
upregulation  ,  independent  of  RAS  activity .
The  FDA-approved  RAF  inhibitors  vemurafenib  and  
dabrafenib  have  elicited  responses  and  extended  survival
of  patients  with  BRAF  V600E  melanomas  .
However  ,   responses  are  almost  universally  followed  by
the  development  of  clinical  resistance  ,  indicating  the  need  































































We present similar evaluations for relation extraction, in Table 6.5, partitioned
by relation type. Gene-mutation relations tend to be extracted at a higher accuracy
than other types of relations, which aligns with our intuition given genes and genetic
mutations are closely related concepts. Conversely, drug-mutation relation extraction
performance is relatively worse, owing to both reduced precision and recall. Drug-
gene-mutation relations expectedly exhibit the worst performance of all relation types,
with the least precision overall.
Error analysis. For a more indepth analysis of potential issues, we present a false
negative case in Figure 6.1. The example input is from a paragraph, of four sentences,
appearing in the PubMed article identified by PMID 27523909. First, we note that the
model exhibits perfect accuracy on entity recognition for this particular test example.
This particular example is an interesting example given the third sentence strongly
expresses a treatment relationship between the drugs Vemurafenib and Dabrafenib
and the mutation V600E of BRAF. From analyzing the binary predictions, we notice
two thematic issues. First, despite a clear therapeutic assertion involving the two
drugs, only Vemurafenib is recognized as being involved in any binary or ternary
relation. While surprising, this aligns with earlier observations in Section 5.4.2 that
coordinating conjunctions, such as ‘and’ and ‘or’, are potential sources of confusion
for this particular architecture. One simple way to alleviate this problem is to employ
a rule-based syntactic preprocessing method that deconstructs such sentences into a
set of multiple simpler sentences conveying the exact same idea. As an example, for
the discussed sentence from Figure 6.1, the third sentence would be replaced with the
following blurb.
The FDA-approved RAF inhibitor vemurafenib have elicited responses
and extended survival of patients with BRAF V600E melanomas. The
FDA-approved RAF inhibitor dabrafenib have elicited responses and ex-
tended survival of patients with BRAF V600E melanomas.
Given the model is designed to detect intersentence relations, we suspect such an
approach would resolve simple coordinated cases without any adverse effects. In
terms of binary relations, we further observe that, despite detecting vemurafenib as
being involved in a ternary relation with BRAF and V600E, the model has issues
recognizing the simpler binary relationship between vemurafenib and V600E. This
incongruity aligns with our type-based analysis, from Table 6.5, and suggests that
optimizations specifically targeting these particular types of relations, potentially as
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rule-based postprocessing steps, will remedy at least some of the recall-related errors.
As a caveat related to Figure 6.1, there may be quality assurance issues related to
how data is annotated, and it is likely that the gene ERK is involved in a relation
with other entities appearing in the article (as hinted here or elsewhere in the article).
However, ground truth annotations indicate that ERK is not explicitly conveyed as
being involved with other entiites. For consistency, we assume correctness of the
ground truth when analyzing the presented example.
6.5 Conclusion
In this study, we proposed an approach for extracting inter-sentence N -ary rela-
tions corresponding to interactions between drugs, genes, and mutation, from the
biomedical literature. We demonstrated that our approach improved over tradi-
tional intra-sentence binary relation extraction substantially through recall-focused
improvements. While the focus of this study is on drug-gene-mutation relations of 2,3-
arity, our method can be easily extended to handle any level of arity. In this study, we
limited the scope of cross-sentence relations to discourse units at the paragraph-level;
while much less frequent, it is possible for relations to be express across paragraphs.




In this dissertation, we introduced several advanced deep learning approaches to
tackling the problem of end-to-end relation extraction. We showed, via increasingly
sophisticated neural network architectures, that modeling entity and relation extrac-
tion in a joint or coordinated manner, results in highly competitive models that are
able to attain state-of-the-art results in many relation extraction problems includ-
ing those in specialized domains. Overall, our work contributes to the advancement
of modern information extraction by offering end-to-end solutions that are highly
competitive in terms of efficiency and accuracy.
7.1 Contributions
We highlight the contributions of this dissertation as follows.
• Chapter 3 focused on extracting protein-protein interactions, that are addi-
tionally affected by a mutation, from biomedical literature. In this study, we
showed that we can greatly improve recall by additionally consulting external
knowledge sources. And, we showed that our end-to-end approach improves
over prior works that focus solely on optimizing relation classification and rely
exclusively on existing tools for entity recognition. As of this writing, our model
remains state-of-the-art for this problem and dataset.
• Chapter 4 focused on extracting drug-drug interactions from drug labels. We
show that our proposed variant of the graph convolutional network (GCN),
with a novel attention-gating mechanism (holistically, GCA), improves over
the standard GCN. We further showed that the GCA, in conjunction with
pre-training on external DDI data, improves substantially over prior BiLSTM-
based approaches. Lastly, we showed that GCA and BiLSTM predictions are
complementary, and demonstrate that ensembling GCA and BiLSTM models
can result in further performance gains. Our approach is currently state-of-
the-art among models trained and tested on solely on the official FDA and
NLM-supplied dataset.
• Chapter 5 focused on devising an approach capable of jointly extracting both
entities and relations without the need for local classifiers. We validated our
method on two datasets in both the general English and biomedical domain and
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showed that this approach improves over the prior best in terms of raw relation
extraction performance. We also experimentally showed that, in lieu of “global
optimization”, our approach is able to extraction relations with extraction times
that are up to an order of magnitude faster than the prior best. Finally, we
presented a visualization of intermediate layer activities that confirm our initial
intuition for this particular architecture.
• Chapter 6 presented an architecture for relation extraction that, in addition
to being end-to-end, is able to handle relations that are N -arity and expressed
over multiple sentences. We also showed that by additionally accounting for
cross-sentence and higher-arity relations, we improved over baseline approaches
drastically owing to substantial gains in recall. Our analysis showed that learn-
ing to extract higher-arity relations has a side effect of improving the quality
of binary relations extracted. And lastly, we demonstrated that ensembling the
output of model variants that train and test on different filtering modes (cor-
responding to different levels of restrictiveness for early elimination of triple
candidates), that appear to complement eachother, can lead to nontrivial gains
in overall model performance.
7.2 Limitations and Future Work
A universal problem in this domain is the lack of quality datasets for evaluation.
Guidelines for annotating datasets are designed around the problem they are intended
to solve. There are few gold standard datasets, and the few available datasets tend
to be highly specialized and vary widely in terms of problem specification. While
some datasets are produced for the sole purpose of methodological evaluation, and
thus adhere to established standards, many datasets in RE are often produced on
an as-needed basis to tackle real-world problems. Thus each problem-dataset pair
has its own set of nuances and idiosyncrasies. Even within the extremely narrow
problem of extracting drug-drug interactions, as discussed in Chapter 4, there are
several comparable datasets derived from varying annotation schemes and guidelines
with different levels of annotation granularity.
The lack of portability is a hindrance in attempting to compare methods designed
for different flavors of the same problem. While our methodological advances via
neural-metric learning is highly generalizable, given the strong adherence to standard
problem specifications, other works in this dissertation are less so. For example, our
work on protein-protein interaction requires an additional entity normalization step
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occurring in between NER and RE. In both of our work on extracting protein-protein
interactions and drug-gene-mutation interactions, gold annotations are only available
at the document level — as opposed to mention-level — thus requiring document-
level evaluations. And in our work on drug-drug interactions, there is an additional
nontrivial subtask involving the prediction of the outcome of interactions. While we
believe there are common elements among these specialized relation extraction tasks
that are readily generalizable, it is impossible to draw direct comparisons among
them. Thus, a limitation of this thesis is a lack of analyses of the methodologies as a
collective.
Given end-to-end relation extraction is a relatively new problem domain, one
impactful avenue for future research is to establish a universal framework for crafting
portable problem specifications and annotation guidelines. Once established, work
can begin to map existing datasets to the new standard. This would benefit the
field in several ways. First, moving forward, methods designed for one problem
domain can be quickly and easily evaluated on other problem domains to assess for
generalizability. Second, annotators trained on one annotator guideline would quickly
adapt to other, thus easing human effort on the part of linguists and domain experts.
And lastly, with a shared standard for end-to-end relation extraction data sets, we
expect performance to improve across the board (“a rising tide lifts all boats”), given
the newly expanded scope of available training data and the well-known effectiveness
of modern transfer learning and domain-adaptation techniques.
Copyright© Tung Tran, 2020.
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Abbreviations
AE — Adverse Event.
ADE — Adverse Drug Event.
API — Application Programming Interface.
ASCII — American Standard Code for Information Interchange.
AWP — All Word Pairs.
AT — Adversarial Training.
BIES — Beginning, Inside, Ending, Single Tagging Scheme.
BILOU — Beginning, Inside, Last, Outside, Unit Tagging Scheme.
BL — Bidirectional LSTM.
CF — Convolutional Filter.
CNN — Convolutional Neural Networks.
CP — Consequence Prediction.
CRF — Conditional Random Fields.
CYK — Cocke-Younger-Kasami algorithm.
DDI — Drug-Drug Interaction.
DYN — Pharmacodynamic Interaction Tag.
EN — Entity Normalizaiton.
EFF — Effect Mention Tag.
FDA — U.S. Food and Drug Administration.
FN — False Negative.
FP — False Positive.
GCN — Graph Convolutional Networks.
GC — Graph Convolution.
GCA — Graph Convolution with Attention-Gating.
GM — Gene Mention.
GN — Gene Normalization.
IE — Information Extraction.
IOB — Inside, Outside, Beginning Tagging Scheme.
IOBES — Inside, Outside, Beginning, Ending, Single Tagging Scheme.
JAX-CKB — Jackson Laboratory Clinical Knowledgebase.
KIN — Pharmacokinetic Interaction Tag.
LP — Linear Programming.
LSTM — Long Short-Term Memory.
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NCBI — U.S. National Center for Biotechnology Information.
NCI — U.S. National Cancer Institute.
NER — Named Entity Recognition.
NIST — U.S. National Institute for Standards and Technology.
NLM — U.S. National Library of Medicine.
NLP — Natural Language Processing.
NN — Neural Networks.
PD — Pharmacodynamic Interaction.
PK — Pharmacokinetic Interaction.
PMID — PubMed Identifier.
PPI — Protein-Protein Interactions.
RE — Relation Extraction.
RNN — Recurrent Neural Network.
RC — Relation Classfication.
SCE — Softmax Cross Entropy.
SGD — Stochastic Gradient Descent.
SL — Sequence Labelling.
SPL — Structured Product Labelling.
SVM — Support Vector Machines.
TAC — Text Analysis Conference.
TP — True Positive.
TRI — Trigger Mention Tag.
TREC — Text REtrieval Conference.
UMLS — Unified Medical Language System.
UN — Unspecified Interaction.
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